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Abstract

The purpose of this project is to investigate physical issues related to the optical transport
layer in next-generation fiber optic networks which exploit polarization-properties of light.
Especially physical limitations of two new concepts are examined.
A new promising technique called polarization division multiplexing (PDM) which uses
independent data sets of two orthogonal polarizations on the same frequency to double
the total data throughput is investigated.
The other concept, known for reducing non-linear interactions, is known as polarization
interleaving where adjacent wavelength channels employ orthogonal polarizations.
From literature it is known that nonlinear effects such as cross-phase modulation (XPM)
and linear effects such as polarization mode dispersion (PMD) depolarize the signals, de-
grading the orthogonality between the polarizations, which make it hard to separate the
signals at the fiber end. The purpose of this report is to quantify this depolarization.
In the report pulses of light are treated using classical electrodynamics, and we investigate
how two initial orthogonal polarizations behave when propagating in conventional single-
mode fibers with random birefringence.
Focusing on polarization, a review of linear and non-linear effects is first presented. Es-
pecially we emphasize how PMD affect the states of polarization, both in PDM and
polarization interleaving.
By using the Stokes formalism we have found an analytical expression for the degree of
polarization versus frequency after one fiber element which is investigated by numerical
methods.
We have also suggested a numerical method for quantifying the relative depolarization,
and by using parametric bit sequences the polarization separation angle are related to the
degree of polarization both in polarization interleaving and PDM.
For polarization interleaving the results showed that, depending on the fiber PMD co-
efficient, Dp, and channel frequency separation, the orthogonality is quickly lost as the
optical waves propagate along the fiber. The larger Dp and channel spacing, the larger
the range over which the polarization angles were distributed at any point of the fiber.

With Dp = 1 ps/km
1
2 and 0.8 nm spacing, the distribution covered the entire range from

orthogonal to parallel after 40 km fiber propagation, while a coefficient of 0.1 ps/km
1
2 and

a 0.2 nm spacing did not affect the initial orthogonality considerably. Nearly analogous
conclusions can be drawn for the PDM case, but it seems like the polarization angle devi-
ates more compared to polarization interleaving in low PMD fibers. At the same time it
seems like PDM is more tolerant for higher frequency separations.
However, when polarization multiplexed soliton pulses was used the preservation of or-
thogonality was stable over a wide spectral range. This is due to the so called self-trapping
effect which causes group-velocity dispersion to cancel out the effect of PMD. The PSP
bandwidth is also verified by simulations.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Foreword

Civilizations has advanced as people discovered new ways of exploiting var-
ious physical resources such as materials, forces and energies.
In the twentieth century information was added to the list when the inven-
tion of computers allowed complex information processing to be performed
outside human brains.
We are moving towards a society which requires that we have access to infor-
mation at our finger tips when we need it, where we need it, and in whatever
format we need it.
The information is provided to us through our global mesh of communica-
tion networks, whose current implementations, e.g. today’s Internet, do not
have the capacity to support the huge bandwidth demands.
Fiber-optic technology can be considered our saviour for meeting our above
need because of its potentially limitless capabilities, huge bandwidth ( nearly
50 Tb/s), low signal attenuation, low signal distortion, low power require-
ment, low material usage, small space requirement and low cost [Coc95,
Muk97].
With these advantages optical fiber has become the obvious choice as a
medium transmission for future networks. Though the fiber has bandwidth
capacitites in the order of Tb/s, the electronic end devices can only trans-
mit at peak rates of a few Gb/s. Due to the absence of an optical switching
device, the optical data signal was forced to undergo opto-electronic con-
versions at the intermediate nodes. The speed limit of end devices and the
absence of optical switches led to under utilitzation of the fiber bandwidth.
But breakthroughs in the optical technology like optical cross-connects and

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) have led to the emergence of a
next generation all-optical WDM network.
Optical pulses propagating in WDM fibers offer several degrees of freedom,
including phase, frequency and state of polarization (SOP). The combined
coding over these degrees of freedom has seldom been explored as a means
to increase the transmission capacity in fibers. A new viable technique for
greatly increasing the bandwidth capacity of existing commercial fiber-based
networks are now being explored. Using orthogonal polarization states of
light, it is possible to add an extra set of channels to those split by wave-
length in transmission systems based on WDM.
Another concept for increasing the bandwidth capacity is where adjacent
WDM channels employ orthogonal polarizations.
However, due to depolarization caused by temporal and spatial variations
in the fiber’s birefringence1 in combination with non-linear effects the or-
thogonality degrades in a complicated manner, which makes it difficult to
separate the signals at the fiber end. This influence leads to crosstalk and a
high bit-error rate.
The aim of this report is to investigate how the SOPs are affected as they
propagate in conventional single-mode fibers with random birefringence.
The first chapters are mainly a review of linear and non-linear effects that
leads to depolarization of the optical signals. Polarization-mode dispersion
(PMD) , which is the main source for polarization degradation of light fields
at different frequencies, is treated in particular detail.
Later we will attempt to quantize, using analytical and numerical calcula-
tions, how each polarization depolarizes due to PMD, and show how polar-
ization crosstalk can be quantized.
Using the concepts mentioned above, we will also attempt to find expres-
sions for the relative depolarization and relate it to the evolution of the
polarization angle that separates the polarizations at each frequency. The
separation angle and its dependence on PMD and channel width will consti-
tute important knowledge for estimating how large bandwidth it is possible
to demultiplex at the fiber end.

A more detailed chapter division is emphasized on the next page.
1Polarization of electromagnetic fields is a complex subject, particulary when light

propagates in a medium with different refractive index in different directions due to bire-
fringence.
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1.2 Objective and outline of the work

This report is divided into 8 chapters, subdivided into sections.
In chapter 2 the reader is introduced to WDM communication and ways of
maximizing the spectral efficiency in such a system is reviewed.
In chapter 3 the notation and formalism used in the rest of the report is
given; Jones - and Stokes space are presented. At the end the reader is
introduced to fundamental fiber modes which is important to understand
birefringence and lies the basis for chapter 4.
Chapter 4 presents the most important linear effects that leads to sys-
tem degradation - chromatic dispersion, PMD polarization-dependent loss
(PDL), polarization-dependent gain (PDG) and polarization hole burning
(PDG) are reviewed. The main focus will be on PMD which is analyzed in
detail.
At the end of the chapter it is shown, through autocorrelation functions,
that the combination of PMD and PDL affect the orthogonality more dras-
tically compared to the case where only PMD are present.
In chapter 5 non-linear birefringence is presented, and the advantages of
using orthogonal SOPs for suppression of cross-phase modulation and four-
wave mixing are reviewed with the notation used in this report.
In chapter 6 we start our own calculations based on the PMD theory from
chapter 4.2. In 6.1 we have found an analytical expression for the degree
of polarization (DOP) as a function of frequency for two polarization multi-
plexed channels after one fiber element, which relates to the depolarization
for each of the polarizations. A numerical method has been used to solve the
equations. Chapter 6.2 introduces relative depolarization, and how to quan-
tify crosstalk in a single-mode PDM system based on [RWP04] for multi-
mode fibers. The relative angle between the two polarizations are related to
the DOP which is used in the simulations in chapter 9.
In chapter 9 simulations are made by using Optsim, where the aim is to
quantify the separation polarization angle in polarization-interleaving and
polarization division multiplexing.

Appendix A is related to chapter 3.2 where fiber modes is introduced.
The wave-equation is derived and it is shortly explained why only one mode
is supported by a single-mode fibers.
In Appendix B the principal states of polarization theory is reviewed which
constitute the basis for our PMD-simulations in chapter 7.
The last appendices, C and D are related to the calculations done in our
analytical approach in chapter 4.4.2 and chapter 6.1.



Chapter 2

WDM transmission

2.1 Why fiber-optic communication?

The Shannon-Hartley theorem [Sha48] states that, regardless of specific tech-
nology, the information-carrying capacity is proportional to channel band-
width, the range of frequencies within which the signals can be transmitted
without substantial attenuation - or mathematically

C = W · log2(1 +
S

N
) (2.1)

where W is the bandwidth of a signal being transmitted over a noisy com-
munications channel, S

N is the signal to noise ratio and C is the channel
capacity, measured in bits per second.
It is the frequency of the signal carrier that limits the channel bandwidth.
The higher the carrier’s frequency, the greater the channel bandwidth and
the higher the information-carrying capacity of the system. A copper wire
can carry a 1 MHz signal. A coax can carry a 100 MHz signal. A fiber
optic transmission link can carry a 1000 THz signal. Now, if bandwidth is,
say 10% of the carrier, the bandwidth increases appreciably from copper to
fiber optics.
Consider these transmission media in terms of their capacity to carry, si-
multaneously, a specific number of one-way voice channels. A single coaxial
cable can carry up to 13000 channels, a microwave terrestrial link up to
20000 channels and a satellite link up to 100000 channels [MS01]. However,
one ordinary fiber-optic communications link, can carry 300000 two-way
voice channels simultaneously, which explain why fiber-optic communica-
tions systems form the backbone of modern telecommunications and will

4



CHAPTER 2. WDM TRANSMISSION 5

Transmission link Carrier frequency (Hz) Bandwidth (Hz) Channels
Copper wire 106 105 -
Coax 108 107 13000
Microwaves 1010 109 20000
Fiber optic 1015 1014 300000

Table 2.1: Summary of bandwidth and channels

most certainly shape its future. Table 2.1 summarizes the bandwidth rela-
tions.

2.2 Wavelength-division multiplexing

WDM combines multiple optical signals so that they can be amplified as a
group and transported over a single fiber to increase capacity. Each signal
carried can be at a different rate (OC3/12/24, etc.) and in a different
format (SONET, ATM, data, etc.) For example, a WDM network with
a mix of SONET signals operating at OC48 (2.5 Gb/s) and OC192 (10
Gb/s) over a WDM infrastructure can achieve capacities of over 40 Gb/s.
A system with WDM can achieve all this gracefully while maintaining the
same degree of system performance, reliability, and robustness as current
transport systemsor even surpassing it. Present commercial WDM terminals
carry up to 80 wavelengths of OC48, a total of 200 Gb/s, or up to 40
wavelengths of OC192, a total of 400 Gb/s.
In 2001 NEC successfully transmitted 10.9 Tb/s (273 channels spaced 50
Ghz, each with 40 Gb/s bit-rate) of information over 117 km1, which will
allow simultaneous long-distance transmission of more than 1 million high-
speed ADSL channels over a single fiber.

To get a whole picture of the WDM concept it is important to understand
the physics behind the technology, which can often turn out to be rather
complicated. A good introductory book treating most aspects is [Kar03a]
by S. Kartalopoulos . A comprehensive treatment of the components in
a WDM network can be found in the series of A. Dutta and M. Fujiwara
[DDF03b, DDF03a].

1This was managed employing polarization interleaving, and by using S-band (allowing
light amplification in the 1490 nm region) in addition to the conventional C- and L-bands
(1530− 1560 nm and 1560− 1610 nm).
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2.3 Maximizing spectral efficiency

The overall capacity, C [bs ], of a WDM transmission system is governed by
the available bandwidth, B [Hz], and by the achievable spectral efficiency,
S = C

∆f [ b
s·Hz ], where ∆f is the channel spacing. Ultimate limits to the

spectral efficiency are determined by the information-theoretic capacity per
unit bandwidth from Eq.(2.1). The most important limits to the spectral
efficiency are due to

• Limits for various modulation and detection techniques

• Nonlinear impairments which arise from the Kerr effect

• Polarization effects

Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram for key technologies for high-capacity DWDM
transmission. Hybrid technologies may be implemented using photonics and/or
electronics. CD and PMD denote chromatic and polarization mode dispersion re-
spectively [KH03]

As shown in Fig.(2.1) a higher spectral efficiency may be obtained with
polarization multiplexed WDM-channels as the channel spacing then can be
reduced.

We have two different concepts which we would like to study further

Polarization Interleaving where adjacent wavelength channels have or-
thogonal polarizations. This concept can reduce coherent linear crosstalk
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and cross-channel nonlinear effects [Ino91]. A principle sketch of the
concept is given in Fig.(6.2.1a).

Polarization-Division multiplexing where two orthogonal polarizations
at each wavelength channel is used. This concept can in principle dou-
ble the spectral efficiency S, launching pairs of signals in orthogonal
polarizations, and employing polarization-resolved detection. A prin-
ciple sketch of this concept is given in Fig.(6.2.1b)

Figure 2.2: Principle sketches of (a) Polarization interleaving (b) Polarization-
division multiplexing. The vector notations will be clarified in the next chapter.

Polarization multiplexed signals are demultiplexed using a combination
of a polarization controller (PC) and a polarization beam splitter (PBS). In
polarization interleaving the output PBS is usually preceded by an arrayed
waveguide router, splitting each waveguide channel to a different output
port with its separate PBS (or polarizer).
In PDM systems one can use a shared PBS for both channels, or choose to
split the signal path and use a separate PBS for each of the output ports.
There exist a lot of experimental work, including simulations that represent
these concepts [Hei00, HNW00, CB01, ea92, Hil92], but a unified theory
that treats all the problems related to the concepts is still lacking.



Chapter 3

General formalism

In this chapter we will briefly go through the classical theory of polarization
of light, which is important background for the study of depolarization in
single-mode fibers. The fundamentals of classical light polarization can be
found in books such as [Shu62, Hua97]. For a discussion of the quantum
theory of light, the reader may consult, for example [Ors00, Lou73, SZ01].
The notation used in the rest of the report will also be emphasized.

3.1 Classical concept of polarized light

Polarization is a property of electromagnetic radiation describing the shape
and the orientation of the electric field vector as a function of time, at a
given point of the space.

The electromagnetic field vector of an electromagnetic monochromatic
plane wave can be expressed in terms of three orthogonal components in a
right-handed Cartesian coordinate system.
If light is assumed to progress in the positive z direction, the real instanta-
neous electric field vector can be written as

E(z, t) =




Ex(z, t)
Ey(z, t)
Ez(z, t)


 =




Eoxei(ωt−βz+ϕx)

Eoye
i(ωt−βz+ϕy)

0


 (3.1)

where Eox and Eoy are the magnitudes of the components Ex(z, t) and
Ey(z, t) respectively and ϕx and ϕx their respective phases.
In the plane z = 0 Eq.(3.1) is reduced to

E(t) =
(

Ex(t)
Ey(t)

)
=

(
Eoxei(ωt+ϕx)

Eoye
i(ωt+ϕy)

)
(3.2)

8
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The equation of the locus of E is obtained by eliminating t in Eq.(3.2), hence
writing ϕ = ϕx − ϕy

(
Ex

Eox
)2 + (

Ey

Eoy
)2 − 2

ExEy

EoxEoy
cosϕ = sin2 ϕ (3.3)

which is the equation of an ellipse circumscribed by a rectangle of sides
2Eox and 2Eoy ( see Fig.(3.1)). Corresponding polarization will then be
called elliptical, circular or linear.
When ϕ = ±nπ (n = 0, 1, 2, ...) the ellipse degenerates into a straight line

Figure 3.1: Parameters of elliptical vibration having components of amplitude
2Eox and 2Eoy along x and y respectively: tan ν = Eox/Eoy; the major and minor
axes of the ellipse are 2a and 2b respectively; the ellipticity e = tan ε = b/a; the
azimuth is at an angle θ with respect to the x-axis [Jer82].

with constant orientation but varying amplitude (Eox 6= Eoy) corresponding
to linearly polarized light. When ϕ = ±(2n + 1)π

2 (n = 0, 1, 2, ...) there is
constant amplitude (Eox = Eoy) but varying orientation giving circularly
polarized light. Elliptically polarized light has both varying orientation and
amplitude.

3.1.1 Jones formalism

The SOP of a quasi-monochromatic transverse plane wave can also be pre-
sented by a 2-D complex ket-vector, called a Jones vector, such as,

|s〉 =
(

Eoxeiϕx

Eoye
iϕy

)
. (3.4)
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where we have borrowed the handy Dirac-notation from quantum mechan-
ics [Dir47] to distinguish Jones vectors from Stokes vectors later on. This
notation is also used in [GK00] which provides the mathematical basis
for treating almost any polarization problem in optical fibers. The bra
vector 〈s| indicates the corresponding complex conjugate row vector - i.e.
〈s| = |s〉† = (E∗

oxe−iϕx , E∗
oye

−iϕy). Our Jones vectors are all of unit magni-
tude, i.e.

〈s|s〉 = E∗
oxEox + E∗

oyEoy = 1 (3.5)

If the Jones vector of the incident wave is denoted by |sin〉, and the Jones
matrix of the polarization operator by J , the emergent wave will be denoted

|sout〉 = J |sin〉 (3.6)

3.1.2 Stokes vector and Mueller matrices

In most physical realizable situations, including optical fibers, the wave is
not in a pure state. Thus the knowledge of the parameters describing the
optical field is incomplete. For practical measurements we must average over
an ensemble ( or over time) of fields. A useful way to handle this averaging
is through the use of Stokes parameters.

The four-dimensional Stokes vector ŝ [Sto52] of unit length corresponds
to the Jones vector |s〉.
The Stokes parameters, generally denoted s0, s1, s2 and s3, are sufficient to
characterize the amplitude, the phase and the polarization of a wave. They
are defined as a function of the Cartesian components of the electric field
by:

s0 = |Ex(t)|2 + |Ey(t)|2 = E2
ox(t) + E2

oy(t)

s1 = |Ex(t)|2 − |Ey(t)|2 = E2
ox(t)− E2

oy(t)
s2 = Ex(t)E∗

y(t) + E∗
x(t)Ey(t) = 2Eox(t)Eoy(t) cos ϕ

s3 = i(−E∗
x(t)Ey(t) + Ex(t)E∗

y(t)) = 2Eox(t)Eoy(t) sinϕ

Using the Pauli spin matrices we can express the components, si correspond-
ing to |s〉 in the compact form [Hua97]

ŝ = 〈s|σ|s〉 (3.7)

where

σ0 =
(

1 0
0 1

)
, σ1 =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
, σ2 =

(
0 1
1 0

)
, σ3 =

(
0 −i
i 0

)
(3.8)
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Every Jones matrix can in general be related to a 4× 4 Mueller matrix M
defined by its elements Mij (i, j = 0..3) as follows

Mij =
1
2
Tr(JσjJ

†σi) (3.9)

where Tr(X) denotes the trace of the matrix X and σi is the Pauli matrices
in Eq.(3.8).
In future calculations s0 is normalized to 1 and preserved under transforma-
tion which means that s1, s2 and s3 are the components we can have focus
on. M is then reduced to a 3× 3 matrix.
In analogy with Eq.(3.6) M relates ouput to input via ŝout = M ŝin

3.1.3 The Poincaré sphere

The Poincaré sphere [Poi92, Jer54] is a useful tool which enables one to
represent the SOP and to easily display a transformation of polarization .

Figure 3.2: The Poincaré sphere showing the representation of an elliptically po-
larized vibration by a point M . From the spherical triangle OMT the parameters of
the vibration can be found. Points on the equator OO′ represent linearly polarized
light. The sense of rotation of the ellipse is left and right in the upper and lower
hemispheres respectively. The poles P1 and P2 represent left and right circularly
polarized light respectively [Jer82].

A given pure SOP is completely characterized on the Poincaré sphere
by a point M ( see Fig.3.2), whose Cartesian coordinates are the Stokes
parameters
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ŝ(ε, θ) =




1
s1/s0

s2/s0

s3/s0


 =




1
cos 2ε cos 2θ
cos 2ε sin 2θ

sin 2ε


 =




1
cos 2ν

sin 2ν cosϕ
sin 2ν sinϕ


 (3.10)

where θ is the azimuth and ε the ellipticity.

3.1.4 Degree of polarization and depolarization

When the Mueller matrix M is affected by depolarization the output degree
of polarization changes.

The degree of polarization (DOP) , P, is defined by the polarized part
of the wave intensity-total intensity ratio,

P =
Ipol

Itot
=

√
s2
1 + s2

2 + s2
3

s0
, 0 ≤ P ≤ 1. (3.11)

If P = 0, the wave is not polarized and if P = 1, the wave is completely
polarized.
Partially polarized signals can be represented by augmenting the Poincaré
sphere with another sphere whose radius is the total signal power, Itot. The
ratio of the radii of the spheres is the DOP. The difference of the radii is the
unpolarized power Iu = Itot − Ipol. By normalizing the total power to unity
the inner Poincaré sphere has radius P and will shrink or grow in diameter
as the DOP changes. Changes in the polarized part of the signal cause the
SOP to move on the surface of the Poincaré sphere.
The term depolarization has come to mean the decrease of the DOP of an
incident light beam. DOP is often proposed as an alternative to the BER
(bit-error rate) as a feedback parameter in optical communication.

3.1.5 Comparison of Mueller calculus and Jones calculus

The Mueller matrices, which are essentially an offspring of the Jones for-
malism, give a description of non-pure states with which the Jones calculus
is incapable of dealing.
There are many similarities between the two formalisms, but the differences
given in [Shu62] is important.

1. Only the Mueller calculus can be used for depolarization problems.
the Jones calculus is useful only for completely polarized beams.
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2. Only the Jones calculus gives information on absolute phase.

3. The Stokes vector used with Mueller calculus gives intensity directly.
In the Jones calculus, intensity is obtained as the sum of the squares
of the elements.

4. Jones matrices and Mueller matrices are associated with amplitude
transmittance and intensity transmittance respectively

5. The Mueller matrix of a train of polarizing devices contains redundant
information, the Jones matrix does not.

6. The Jones calculus allows the result of the passage of light through n
devices to be expressed in terms of n, the Mueller calculus does not.

3.2 Fiber Modes experiencing birefringence

Light propagation in optical fibers is described by propagation modes [SL83],
based on solutions of Helmholtz’s equation1, which is derivable from Maxwell’s
equations. See appendix A for derivation of the Helmholtz’s equation.
Modes as TE, TM , HE and EH are exact solutions of the Helmholtz’s
equation and LP modes, which are approximations are linearly polarized
modes.
In a single mode fiber designed to have a cutoff2 just below the wavelength
of operation only the HE11 mode propagates which corresponds to the LP01

mode. Having determined a radial orientation for this mode there exists a
similar mode with orthogonal polarization and the same propagation con-
stant β.
This means that we have two degenerated modes which usually is denoted
LP0x and LP0y in the literature.
However, in a real fiber, the degeneration between the linearly polarized
modes LP0x and LP0y is removed and the fiber shows the phenomenon of
birefringence. Following the formalism of Eq.(3.1) the expression of the
electrical field of the LP0 modes can be written as

1Solving Helmholz’s equations for any possible combination of fiber parameters is a
difficult task but necessary to do in order to design a fiber with the characteristics required.

2See Appendix A.1 for an overview of the different modes that can exist in a single- or
multimode (MMF) fiber. As the number of modes increase, the effects of modal dispersion
increase. Modal dispersion (intermodal dispersion) means that modes arrive at the fiber
end at slightly different times. This time difference causes the light pulse to spread. Modal
dispersion affects system bandwidth.
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E =
(

Ex(z, t)
Ey(z, t)

)
=

(
Eoxei(ωt−βxz+ϕx)

Eoye
i(ωt−βyz+ϕy)

)
(3.12)

where ∆β = βx − βy measures the fibers birefringence. Due to birefrin-
gence, the polarization of a monochromatic field shows periodic evolution
during propagation with a period equation equal to Lb = 2π/(∆β), called
beat length. In other words the fiber shows the same SOP at z and z + Lb.
Birefringence is the origin to Polarization mode dispersion, treated in the
next chapter (section 4.2).
In a model fiber where the refractive index profile is radially symmetric and
the direction of propagation is linear, plane polarized light launched into
the fiber is not disturbed. It may be thought to split into two components
in the arbitrary polarization modes which travel at the same velocity and
can be recombined at any point to be plane polarized in the same direction.
Eq.(3.12) does not take into account mode coupling, as there is no mecha-
nism that would cause coupling between the LP0-modes. If the model fiber
is disturbed such that the refractive index profile is changed then mode cou-
pling can be considered.



Chapter 4

Linear effects

This chapter gives a brief introduction to linear effects that leads to system
degradation in optical communication, where the main focus will be on the
effects that somehow change the input polarization (ISOP). The theory of
polarization mode dispersion, which will be applied in calculations in chapter
6 and 7 will be treated in detail.
The basic principles of the linear effects treated in this chapter is covered in
several books such as [MS01, Kar03b].

4.1 Chromatic dispersion

Chromatic dispersion is a variation in the velocity of light according to
wavelength. This variation causes the pulses of a modulated laser source
to broaden when travelling through the fiber; up to a point where pulses
overlap and bit error rate increases.

Mathematically, the effects of chromatic dispersion are accounted for by
expanding the mode-propagation constant β from Eq.(3.1) in a Taylor series
about the frequency ω0 at which the pulse spectrum is centered1

β(ω) = n(ω)
ω

c
= β0(ω0)+β1(ω−ω0)+

1
2
β2(ω−ω0)2+

1
6
β3(ω−ω0)3..., (4.1)

1The scalar approach of Eq.(4.1) only deal with one mode. Due to refractive index
fluctuations in different directions the propagation constants of the different LP0-modes,
βx(ω) and βy(ω), needs to be treated separately. The vector nature is treated in the next
section.

15
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where

βm =
(

dmβ

dωm

)

ω=ω0

where m = 0, 1, 2... (4.2)

The parameters β1 and β2 are related to the refractive index n and its
derivatives through the relations

β1 =
1
vg

=
ng

c
=

1
c

(
n + ω

dn

dω

)
(4.3)

β2 =
1
c

(
2
dn

dω
+ ω

d2n

dω2

)
(4.4)

where ng is the group index and vg is the group velocity. A pulse envelope
move at the group velocity vg = 1/β1 while β2 represents dispersion of the
group velocity and it corresponds to pulse broadening due to frequency de-
pendent group velocity. This is known as group-velocity dispersion (GVD).
β3 accounts for the third order dispersion (TOD) which distort ultrashort
pulses.
The more commonly used dispersion parameter is given by

D =
dβ1

dλ
= −2πc

λ2
β2 ≈ λ

c

d2n

dλ2

[ ps
nmkm

]
(4.5)

For standard single mode fibre D = 0 near 1.3 µm. Above 1.3 µm, where
D > 0 (β2 < 0) is called anomalous dispersion while the region where D < 0
is called normal dispersion. The third order dispersion parameter can be
expressed as

β3 =
λ4

(2πc)2

(
dD

dλ
+

2
λ

D

)
(4.6)

and can be neglected except very close to the wavelength where D = 0.

4.2 Polarization mode dispersion

A pulse can broaden even in the case of no chromatic dispersion. Polar-
ization mode dispersion (PMD) [FP91] is a problem associated with differ-
ence arrival time of light in different polarizations. Today’s fiber exhibits
PMD that can be smaller by orders of magnitude than older, currently laid-
out fiber, which is mostly due to a much improved manufacturing process.
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Replacing old fiber, however, is very costly. Therefore understanding and
compensating PMD is of great importance.

The asymmetries in circular geometry and stresses in the fiber core lead
to a polarization dependent refractive index n, and propagation constant β.
This propagation difference between the LP0 modes corresponds to the bire-
fringence, which varies randomly along the fibre and leads to pulse spreading.

In a short section of fiber the birefringence can be considered uniform.
The difference between the propagation constants of the fast and slow modes
can be defined as

∆β0(ω0) = β0x(ω0)− β0y(ω0) =
ω0ns

c
− ω0nf

c
=

ω0∆n

c
(4.7)

where ∆n = ns−nf is the differential effective refractive index between the
slow and the fast mode where LP0x is chosen as the slow mode and LP0y as
the fast mode.

When a linearly polarized input wave is launched 45◦ to the birefrin-
gent axis into a short fiber, the SOP evolves in a cyclic fashion as the light
propagate down the fiber to a linear state orthogonal to the launch state.
In Stokes space this means that if e.g. an average input Stokes vector lies
along the S2 axis, ŝ = (0, 1, 0)T ( as is the case for a PDM scheme with two
orthogonal input Stokes vectors ŝA = (1, 0, 0)T and ŝB = (−1, 0, 0)T ) and
is 90◦ opposed to the birefringent axe which lies along the S1-axis, the po-
larization will evolve through the circular polarizations and the orthogonal
polarization,̂s = (0,−1, 0)T .
Analogously, for fixed-input SOP, if the frequency is varied, the output SOP
will cycle in the same way through the various states. The frequency-domain
picture of PMD is shown in Fig.(4.1), for a launch state near the birefrin-
gent axis. The output polarization traces out a circle on the surface of the
Poincaré sphere. This cycle trace corresponds to the beat length Lb = λ

∆n
(defined in chapter 3.2), or the propagation distance for which a 2π phase
difference accumulates between the two LP0 modes.
In the time-domain picture, for a short fiber section, the different group de-
lay (DGD), ∆τ , which is defined as the group-delay difference between the
slow and fast modes can be expressed as

∆τ

L
= β1x(ω0)− β1y(ω0) =

d

dω

(
ω∆n

c

)
=

∆n

c
+

ω

c

dn

dω
(4.8)

where ∆τ
L is often expressed in units of picoseconds per kilometer of fiber

length2. The time domain effect of PMD in a short fiber is illustrated in
2From a statistical viewpoint ∆τ has a Maxwellian probability distribution and the

mean DGD, ∆τ , increases with
√

z [FP91]. See section 4.2.1.
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Figure 4.1: Frequency-domain picture of PMD for a launch state on the azimuth
near the birefringent S1-axis.

Fig.(4.2). We can write DGD for a single beat length, Lb as

Figure 4.2: Schematic of how PMD behaves in the time-domain. A pulse launched
with equal power on the two birefringent axes results in two pulses at the output
separated by the differential group delay ∆τ .

∆τb = Lb
∆n

c
=

λ

c
=

1
υ

(4.9)

which is equal to an optical cycle.

4.2.1 Polarization mode coupling

It is the random variations in the axes of birefringence along the fiber
length that causes polarization-mode coupling (treated in [FYP90, FYP85])
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wherein the fast and slow polarization modes from one segment each decom-
pose into both the fast and slow modes of the next segment.
This coupling results from localized stress during spooling/cabling/deploy-
ment from splices and components, from variations in the fiber drawing
process and from intentional spinning during drawing, which induces mode
coupling at ”meter” length. Long fibers are usually modeled as a concatena-
tion of birefringent sections whose birefringence axes and magnitude change
randomly along the fiber. This is illustrated in Fig.(4.3) The concatenation

Figure 4.3: A concatenation of fiber elements with varying birefringence axes.

model which indicates that fiber can be represented by a 2 × 2 frequency-
dependent complex transformation matrix in Jones space of the form

T(ω) = ek(ω)J(ω) = ek(ω)

(
J1 J2

−J∗2 J∗1

)
(4.10)

where ω = ω0 + ∆ω represents the angular frequency deviation from the
carrier ω0.
To simulate J(ω), the fiber is modelled as a concatenation of N polarization-
maintaining fibers with varying group delays and orientations of the prin-
cipal axes. Generally N larger than 100 is required to get realistic PMD
statistics. Mathematically J(ω) is given by

J(ω) =
N∏

i=1

Pi(ω) ·Ri, (4.11)

where

Pi(ω) =

(
ei

∆τi
2

ω 0

0 e−i
∆τi
2

ω

)
, (4.12)

and

Ri =

(
cos(θi)ei

φi
2 sin(θi)ei

φi
2

− sin(θi)e−i
φi
2 cos(θi)e−i

φi
2

)
(4.13)

Here ∆τi represent the group delay induced by the ith section, and is gen-
erated following a uniform distribution. Ri gives a frequency-independent
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coordinate transformation of the principal axes where θi and φi denote the
random polarization and phase angle respectively. These are randomly gen-
erated following a uniform distribution with θi ∈ [0; 2π〉 and φi ∈ [−π/2;π/2]
Due to the mode coupling the DGD accumulates as a three dimensional
random walk and on average increases with square of the fiber length3,

√
z.

Since the mode coupling is determined by the environment, variations in
external stresses will change the mode coupling and fiber’s DGD. Therefore,
a statistical treatment of PMD must be developed.
The correlation length Lc (sometimes denoted the coupling length in the
literature) parameter categorizes a fiber in the short- or long-length regime.
The random coupling between two LP0-modes of a fiber with mostly uni-
form birefringence subject to random perturbation or weak random coupling
between two fiber sections are described by this parameter. The evolution
of the polarizations as a function of length in an ensemble of fibers with sta-
tistically equivalent perturbations is considered. While the ISOP is fixed, it
is equally probable to observe any SOP at large length. The difference of
the ensemble averages of the power in the x and y polarization characterize
the evolution. The statistical PMD theory expresses the linking between
the mean square DGD of the fiber to Lb and Lc as

〈∆τ2〉 = 2
(

∆τb
Lc

Lb

)2 (
L

Lc
+ e

−L
Lc − 1

)
. (4.15)

.

4.2.2 Principal States of Polarization

As the local birefringence axes changes randomly at each section, the mode
propagation in a long fiber length is very complicated.
However, two special orthogonal SOP at the fiber input that result in an
input pulse that is undistorted to first order can still be found. The Principal
States Model developed by Poole and Wagner4 [CR86] was the first used to

3In the statistic theory of PMD the mean DGD ,∆τ increases with the square root of
the link length z. The mean DGD and standard deviation are given by

∆τ =

√
8zLh

3π
∆β1, σ∆τ =

√
(3π − 9)zLh

3π
∆β1 (4.14)

where Lh defines the characteristic length of the random mode coupling (the inverse
distance over which the power is scrambled over two modes) and ∆β1 = β1x−β1y. ∆τ/

√
z[

ps√
km

]
is referred to as PMD coefficent which will be useful in Optsim simulations later.

4See Appendix B for derivation of the PSPs.
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explained this phenomena. The Principle States Model, which provides both
a time and a frequency domain, is used for the characterization of PMD,
including random mode coupling.
It states that for every frequency component of the field, there are two special
SOPs, called the principal states of polarization (PSPs). And for each pairs
of PSPs at the fiber input, there is a corresponding PSPs at the fiber output.
A PSP is defined as that ISOP for which the output SOP is independent
of frequency to first order, i.e. over a small frequency range. The PSPs
are orthogonal in the absence of polarization-dependent loss. There is a
corresponding pair of orthogonal PSPs at the fiber output for each pair of
input PSPs, which are related by the fiber’s transformation matrix from
Eq.(4.10). The Jones transformation can of course also be converted to a
Mueller rotation Matrix to take into account depolarization effects.

4.2.3 The PMD vector

Using the Principal States model, PMD can be described more concisely by
the PMD vector:

τ (ω) = ∆τ(ω) · q̂(ω) (4.16)

where, in the time domain,|τ | = ∆τ indicates the DGD between light po-
larized along the two PSPs, and the direction q̂, a Stokes vector, represents
the slow output PSP. The PMD vector is also very often denoted as Ω in
the literature [FP91].
Given a constant ISOP to the fiber, PMD will manifest as a change in output
polarization Stokes vector ŝ with frequency according to [ACDM87]

dŝ(ω)
dω

= τ × ŝ(ω) (4.17)

This equation might be taken as the definition of the PMD-vector, but it
should be noted that the equation is restricted to the case of fibers with
negligible PDL.

The direction of ŝ(ω) relative to τ (ω) determines the angle of precession,
whereas we can conclude that the the length of the PMD vector determines
the rate of polarization change with frequency. As we can see from Eq.(4.17),
the SOPs parallel and antiparallel with the PMD-vector will ( to first order
in ω) not change with wavelength, and those states correspond principal
states of polarizations.
A length of polarization-maintaining fiber (PMF) has a constant PMD vec-
tor where DGD and the direction do not change with frequency. As illus-
trated in Fig.(4.1), the output vector will trace out a circle on the Poincaré
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sphere as the frequency is varied for this simple case. However, both the
direction and magnitude of τ will change with frequency in a conventional
fiber. The frequency-dependence of the magnitude, ∆τ , and the compo-
nents5 which indicate the direction of τ is shown in Fig.(4.4) Using the

Figure 4.4: Output PMD vector τ (ω) of a fiber with a mean DGD of 35 ps as a
function of frequency [NGJK00]. The figure shows the three vector components of
τ = [τ1 τ2 τ3]T . As indicated, the measurement is done over a 130 Ghz spectral
range .

PSPs as an orthogonal basis set, any input or output polarization can be
expressed as the vector sum of two components, each aligned with a PSP.
Within the realm of first-order PMD, the output electric field from a fiber
with PMD has the form

Eout(t) = a|q〉Ein(t− τ0 − ∆τ

2
) + b|q−〉Ein(t− τ0 +

∆τ

2
) (4.18)

where Ein(t) is the input electric field, a and b are the complex weighting
coefficients indicating the field amplitude launched along the slow and fast
PSPs, |q〉 and |q−〉, and τ0 is the polarization independent transmission
delay.
The dynamical PMD-equation which describe the evolution of the PMD-

5The components of τi are τ1 = 2i
(

dJ1
dω

J∗1 + dJ2
dω

J∗2
)
, τ2 = 2Im

(
dJ1
dω

J2 − dJ2
dω

J1

)
and

τ3 = 2Re
(

dJ1
dω

J2 − dJ2
dω

J1

)
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vector with distance can be written [GK00]

∂τ

∂z
=

∂β

∂ω
+ β × τ (4.19)

where β(ω, z) represent the local birefringence. This equation represent the
basis for statistical treatment of PMD.

4.2.4 Higher order PMD

For larger signal bandwidths, a Taylor series expansion of τ (ω) about the
carrier frequency is needed. Expanding the PMD vector to nth order we can
write

τ (ω) = τ (ω0) + τω∆ω +
1
2
τωω∆ω2 + ... +

1
n!

τ (n)∆ωn (4.20)

By now substituting Eq.(4.16) into Eq.(4.20) we get

τ (ω) = ∆τ q̂0 + [∆τωq̂ + ∆τ q̂ω]∆ω (4.21)

+
1
2

[∆τωq̂ + 2∆τωq̂ω + ∆τ q̂ωω]∆ω2 + ... +
1
n!

((∆τ)q̂)(n)∆ωn

where the second term τω = ∆τωq̂+∆τ q̂ω = τω‖+τω⊥ is called the second-
order PMD and the subscript ω indicates differentiation.The component
parallel to the PMD vector τω‖ is often called polarization dependent chro-
matic dispersion (PSD) and the orthogonal component τω⊥ is frequently
referred to as depolarization, apparently because this is the vector that
causes relative depolarization both in a PDM and polarization interleaving
scheme. PCD however, does not change the direction of the PMD vector
itself. Fig.(4.5) shows a vector diagram of the principal parameters and the
interrelationships.

τω‖ can be considered as a polarization-dependent change in the chro-
matic dispersion, D from Eq.(4.5), characterized by an effective dispersion
Deff = D±τλ. In accordance with customary dispersion measure, the PCD
can be defined as

τλ = −
(πc

λ2

)
∆τω =

1
2

d∆τ

dλ
(4.22)

where τλ is expressed in ps/nm. The theoretical scaling rule for the root
mean square value of ∆τω is [FJNK99]

rms ∆τω =
π

8
√

3
∆τ

2 (4.23)
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and for the rms value of the depolarization rate |q̂ω| we have [FJNK01]

rms |q̂ω| =
√

π

6
∆τ (4.24)

As shown in [PB98], the angular speed of PSP rotation q̂ω decreases with
DGD ∆τ .

Figure 4.5: Schematic diagram of the PMD vector τω0 and the second-order PMD
components showing the change of τω0 with frequency. Note that qω is perpendicular
to q. The angular rotation rate dφ/dω of the PMD vector τω0 with ω is described
by the depolarization rate |qω|.

4.2.5 Bandwidth of the Principal states

The bandwidth of the principal state is an important concept providing
guidance on the change of the PMD vector τ (ω) of the fiber with frequency.
It is the bandwidth, ∆ωPSP = 2π∆νPSP or the corresponding wavelength
range, ∆λPSP , over which the PMD vector is reasonably constant.
Fig.(4.6) shows different wavelengths λ2,λ2 and λ3 where the PMD-vector is
determined. Polarization rotation measurements at two or more frequencies
are required, and these frequencies have to be confined to the range ∆λPSP

as indicated in order to reduce inaccuracy caused by higher-order PMD. Nev-
ertheless measured samples of τ (ω) seem to be statistically independent if
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Figure 4.6: Wavelength intervals for measurement of PMD. To avoid inaccuracy
from higher order psp, ∆λpsp should be bigger than the wavelength interval.

their wavelengths are at least 6λPSP apart in statistical PMD measurements.
This means that τ (ω0) and τ (ω6) from Fig.(4.6) is considered statistically
independent A number of statistically independent samples, Nsamples will
be yield by measurements over a spectral range from λmin to λmax which is
given by

Nsamples =
λmax − λmin

6∆λPSP
(4.25)

A good practical estimate for ∆ωPSP is given by the relation [KNJ02]

∆ωPSP ∆τ =
π

4
(4.26)

where ∆τ is the mean DGD of the fiber.

4.2.6 Concatenation of PMD vectors

Using the simple but powerful concatenation rules, the total PMD vector
of a series of two or more elements with known PMD vectors can be deter-
mined. The concatenation rules have been used in the analysis of how the
PMD vector grows with fiber length and for statistical PMD modeling. The
concatenation rules have appeared in sum, differential, and integral formu-
lations for both first-and second-order PMD vectors [GK00].
In this section we consider only the sum rules.

To obtain the total PMD vector we transform the PMD vectors of each
individual section to common reference point and take the vector sum.
The fiber in Fig.(4.7) consist of m sections, each with known Mueller matrix
Mn and output PMD vector τn , for the first order, the sum rules, of the
assembly are

τ =
m∑
n

M(m,n + 1)τn (4.27)
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and for second-order PMD

τω =
m∑

n=1

M(m,n + 1)(τnω + τn × τ (n)) (4.28)

where we define the Mueller matrix of the last m − n + 1 sections as
M(m, n) = MmMm−1...Mn where M(m,m) =Mm and M(m,m + 1) is the
identity matrix.

Figure 4.7: Concatenation of PMD-vectors divided in m sections.The Mueller
matrices Mn, and output PMD vectors τn are known.

4.3 Polarization dependent effects in in-line de-
vices

When the signal spectrum is wider than the PSP’s bandwidth and depolar-
ization occurs, the presence of polarization-dependent in-line devices further
decreases the DOP [IMMS96]. These effects will only be stressed quali-
tatively in this report, but their effects should not be underestimated in
a PDM and interleaving scheme. Although a nonlinear polarization ro-
tation of the Stokes vectors have to be studied in e.g. optical amplifiers
[YLKD03b, YLKD03a], the effects are reviewed in this chapter due to the
strong connection to PMD. All the effects should be considered in combina-
tion with PMD.

4.3.1 Polarization-dependent loss

The more complex a network become, the more important polarization-
dependent loss (PDL) will be. The statistics of PDL is studied in e.g.
[MS02a, MS02b]. PDL is caused by the strong polarization dependence in
optical components such as WDM couplers, isolators and optical switches.
A generic optical element can be described as 1 + Γ · ŝ where Γ is the PDL
vector and ŝ represent the unit Stokes vector corresponding to the polariza-
tion of the incident optical field. Similar to PMD, PDL is also wavelength-
dependent and refers to the ratio between the highest and lowest gains of
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the system expressed in decibels

ρ ≡ 10 log
1 + Γ
1− Γ

(4.29)

and the evolution of ρ is Maxwellian.
The dynamical PDL equation is [BCN00]

∂Γ
∂z

= β × Γ + ~α− Γ(α · Γ) (4.30)

where α is the local vector of polarization-dependent loss. A good analy-
sis of Eq.(4.30) can be found in [MS02b], which concludes that the PDL-
distribution remains Maxwellian within all the relevant ranges of parameters.
In [GH00] it is stressed that adding PDL to PMD is similar to adding higher-
order PMD. The mean broadening of light pulses are unaffected, but the
probability of occurrence of a broadening significantly larger as the mean is
largely increased. PDL-induced Crosstalk in a PDM scheme is quantified
by using a Jones vector approach in [GZ01].

4.3.2 Polarization-dependent gain

Polarization-dependent gain (PDG) arises when optical amplifiers are used
whose gain depends on the signal polarization. A certain amount of PDG
is often present in semiconductor amplifiers, while erbium-doped amplifiers6

(EDFAs) are almost immune by the problem. An analysis of the gain de-
pendence on the signal polarization and a good reference list can be found
in [SM91].

4.3.3 Polarization hole burning

Polarization hole burning (PHB) is due to the different physical mechanisms
in semiconductor amplifiers and EDFAs [BMD94]. In quantum well semi-
conductor amplifiers the PHB is due to the fact that the valence band is
split into two bands. The two-hole populations are coupled differently with
the field polarizations, so when a polarized field saturates the amplifier, a
gain asymmetry is created even if the linear amplifier gain is polarization
independent. The asymmetry has a duration related to the characteristic
time for the equilibrium between the two valence bands.

6The erbium-doped amplifier is based on a single-mode fiber suitably doped with er-
bium ions that constitute optically active elements [BOS99].
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In EDFAs, the polarization hole burning is generated by the spatial asym-
metry of the emission cross section of the erbium ion. Since the ions have
random orientation inside the glass matrix, a polarized optical field intro-
duces a selective saturation, causing a gain asymmetry. Differently from
the case of semiconductor amplifiers, this asymmetry is not removed by
the presence of the other population and remains until the presence of the
saturating field is removed .

4.4 The autocorrelation function

From an analytical point of view, it is convenient to treat the frequency
difference in terms of correlation functions, i.e. to answer the question ”how
well are two SOPs at frequency ω1 and ω2 correlated? Based on the con-
catenation model it is possible to derive such correlations.

4.4.1 Autocorrelation function for PMD

An autocorrelation function (ACF), A, for PMD has been derived in [KB99],
which can be used to calculate a statistical average of pulse broadening that
is induced by PMD. A follow-up of this, and a more important result for
our purpose was derived by Karlsson et al. in 2000 [KB00] where the focus
is set on the temporal drift of a SOP and the decorrelation of the SOP due
to frequency difference.
Based on the results in [KB00] the decorrelation time in a polarization
division-multiplexing scheme, where ω1 = ω2, will be

Atime = E(̂s(t1) · ŝ(t2)) = −e
− |∆t|

td (4.31)

where ∆t = t1 − t2, and td is the typical drift time for the absolute polar-
ization states which decreases with ∆τ . This is a coefficient that is unique
for each fiber, and has to be measured.
In a polarization interleaving case, assuming t1 = t2, the decorrelation in
wavelength is

APMD = E(̂sA(ω1) · ŝB(ω2)) = −e−
π∆ω2E(∆τ)2

8 (4.32)

where ∆ω = ω1 − ω2, and we have assumed ŝin
A · ŝin

B = −1. Hence the larger
∆τ or wavelength spacing, the faster is the decorrelation (APMD → 0).
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4.4.2 Autocorrelation function for PMD and PDL

From earlier we know that PDL also influences the orthogonality between
the Stokes vectors, and is a major potential crosstalk source especially for
polarization division-multiplexing.
PDL is not taken into consideration in Eq.(4.32). By using the results from
[GZ04], also based on the concatenation model, we can derive an explicit
ACF which consider both PMD and PDL. Assuming anti-parallell input
Stokes vectors the decorrelation in wavelength is

APMD&PDL = E(̂sA(ω1) · ŝB(ω2)) = A2
n

(
E(Γ2)

K
(1− eK)− eK

)
(4.33)

where An is the global attenuation, E(Γ2) is the mean-square PDL and
K = 1

3

[
E(Γ2)− E((∆τ)2 − η2)∆ω2

]
where η represents the relative atten-

uation of the polarization mode7.
To compare the effect on orthogonality with and without PDL we have plot-
ted the normalized ACFs of SOP against ∆ω in Fig.(4.8)8. The figure show

Figure 4.8: Comparison between a normalized ACF of SOP without PDL
(crossline) and a normalized ACF with PDL (solid line).

that the ACF with PDL changes from negative to positive and approaches to
zero as |∆ω| becomes larger - and it is always larger than the ACF without

7The concatenation model assumes constant birefringence and loss for each element,

that is [HG97] βi ≡ β =

√
E((∆τ)2−η2)

n
and [MS02a] αi ≡ α =

√
E(Γ2)

n
8See appendix C for Maple calculation details
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PDL. Thus the combination effect of PDL and PMD can effect the orthogo-
nality more seriously than the case without PDL. The ACF curve of SOP of
the case with PDL has two positive peak points at ±∆ωmax, which can be
found by numerical methods. This mean that when the channel spacing is
equal to ∆ωmax a polarization interleaving scheme is degraded the worst.The
benefit of using polarization interleaving for suppressing crosstalk induced
from four-wave mixing would also be reduced, which will be understood in
chapter 5.2.2.



Chapter 5

Nonlinear effects

This chapter gives a brief introduction to nonlinear effects that leads to sys-
tem degradation in optical communication. In a polarization multiplexing
scheme there are mainly two important nonlinear effects which impair the
transmission quality - cross-phase modulation (XPM) and four-wave mixing
(FWM). The effectiveness of both of these depends on the relative polariza-
tion of the affected waves, and will be treated in the following sections.
A good overview of the nonlinear effects can be found in [Agr95, IMMS98].
In order to understand these effects properly, one needs to see how light
waves interact with matter on a more fundamental level. A proper discus-
sion of the effects uses quantum mechanics, but a classical picture is suffi-
cient to describe a qualitative model. Brillouin and Raman scattering will
not be taken into account since they are not directly related to polarization
rotation.

5.1 Origin of nonlinear birefringence

The last chapter considered polarization evolution in small fiber elements
where the birefringence, caused by the change in the refractive index be-
tween the LP0-modes, can be treated linearly, and in long fibers where the
birefringence experience a stochastic behavior and causes a random coupling
between the modes. This effect can be modelled by applying unitary trans-
formations on the SOP ( See Eq.(4.11)).
However, when the field intensity becomes relevant, which is common for
WDM systems with many channels, the nonlinearities become important
and a nonlinear birefringence is induced.
The response of any optical fiber to light becomes nonlinear for intense

31
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electromagnetic fields. Mathematically this can be described by the suscep-
tibility χ [Blo77] as

P = ε0

(
χ(1) ·E + χ(2) ·EE + χ(3)...EEE + ...

)
(5.1)

where P is the induced polarization1 of the medium, E is the electric field
and ε0 is the vacuum permittivity. In general χ(j) is a tensor of rank j + 1.
The first term, χ(1), describes the linear behavior of the system whereas
quadratic effects such as second-harmonic generation and sum frequency
generation [She84] is described by the second term χ(2). The third term
χ(3) is responsible for phase modulation and FWM. χ(2) can normally be
ignored in optical fibres since SiO2 is a symmetric molecule. However, sec-
ond harmonic generation have been observed in optical fibres [Agr95].
In optical fibres at telecommunication wavelengths, the χ(3) nonlinearity is
a nonresonant electronic nonlinearity, which is extremely fast, in the order
of the electron round trip time 10−16s [Boy92] and is dependent on the field
polarization.
χ(3) is the origin of nonlinear birefringence, and following [Agr95] the non-
linear contribution to the change in the refractive indeces in each mode are
given by2

∆nx = n2

(
|Ex|2 +

2
3
|Ey|2

)
(5.2)

∆ny = n2

(
|Ey|2 +

2
3
|Ex|2

)
(5.3)

where n2 is the nonlinear refractive index respectively and |E(x,y)|2 is the
optical intensity of the mode. When the optical field is assumed linear
polarized, the relation between n2 and χ is given by

n2 =
3

8n0
Re(χ(3)

xxx) (5.4)

where χ
(3)
xxx is the only component of the χ(3) tensor that is involved in this

case. Typical values of n2 in optical fibres are 2.2− 3.6 · 10−20 m2

W [PPB00].

1Polarization induced inside a fiber by an electromagnetic field should not be confused
with the SOP of that field. The terminology is accepted for historical reasons.

2Here we have considered that the elements of χ(3) has the same magnitude, which is
a good approximation in silica fibers
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The first term in Eqs.(5.2-5.3) is responsible for self-phase modulation3

(SPM), and the second term results in cross-phase modulation (XPM) which
we will have a closer look at in the next sections.

5.2 The coupled Nonlinear Schrödinger equations

Based on [Agr95] the propagation equation for the two principal polariza-
tions in a birefringent fiber can be obtained by factoring out the transverse
dependence on the electric field components Ex and Ey

Ej(r, t) = F (x, y)Aj(z, t)eiB0jz (5.5)

where F (x, y) describes the spatial distribution of the single mode, Aj(z, t)
is the slowly varying amplitude envelope and and B0 is the propagation
constant (j = x, y).
Aj(z, t) satisfy the relation si = (A†σiA) where si represents the Stokes
components, which corresponds to Eq.(3.7) where Jones and Stokes vectors
are related. Ax and Ay then relates to the components of |s〉.

Making allowance for PMD ( including polarization mode coupling) and
PDL, the slowly varying amplitudes, Ax and Ay, are described by the fol-
lowing set of two coupled stochastic nonlinear Schrödinger equations (NLS)
[She84]

∂Ax

∂z
+ β1x

∂Ax

∂t
+

iβ2

2
∂2Ax

∂t2
+

αx

2
Ax − 1

6
β3

∂3Ax

∂t3
+ iκ(z)Aye

−i∆β0z

= iγ

(
|Ax|2 +

2
3
|Ay|2

)
Ax +

iγ

3
A∗xA2

ye
−2i∆β0z

(5.6)

∂Ay

∂z
+ β1y

∂Ay

∂t
+

iβ2

2
∂2Ay

∂t2
+

αy

2
Ay − 1

6
β3

∂3Ay

∂t3
− iκ∗(z)Axe+i∆β0z

= iγ

(
|Ay|2 +

2
3
|Ax|2

)
Ay +

iγ

3
A∗yA

2
xe+2i∆β0z

(5.7)
3Self-phase modulation refers to the self-induced phase shift experienced by an optical

field during its propagation in the fiber. SPM is responsible for spectral broadening of
ultrashort pulses [SL78] and formation of optical solitons in the anomalous-dispersion
regime of fibers [HT73].
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where κ(z) is the random mode coupling coefficient, ∆β0 is the birefringence
parameter defined in Eq.(4.7), αx and αy are the losses for the two LP0

modes and the nonlinear parameter γ is given by

γ =
n2ω

cAeff
(5.8)

with the nonlinear index coefficient n2 and the effective core area Aeff .
The average loss is given by α = (αx +αy)/2, while ∆α = αy−αx represent
the PDL.

The term 2
3 iγ|Ay|2Ax from Eq.(5.6) and the term 2

3 iγ|Ax|2Ay from Eq.(5.7)
show that XPM occur between different polarization components, not only
between different frequency components. The frequency dependence is em-
phazised in chapter 5.2.1.
Another interaction among the polarization components is given by the term
iγ
3 A∗xA2

yexp(−2i∆β0z) in the first equation and by an analogous term in the
second; this interaction depends on the fiber birefringence, and leads to
degenerate ( interaction on the same frequency) FWM.

However, if the fiber length L >> Lb, the last term in Eqs.(5.6-5.7)
changes sign often and its contribution averages out to zero. In highly bire-
fringent fibers (Lb ∼ 1 cm typically), the FWM term can often be neglected
for this reason. The non-degenerate case of FWM is treated in Section 5.2.2.

To get analytical insight of Eqs.(5.6-5.7) more simplifications have to be
made. It is now assumed that the fiber is linear birefringent (neglecting
the random mode coupling),polarization dependent loss can be neglected
(αx = αy) and that the third-order dispersion β3 can be neglected since β2

not equals zero.The reduced equations now become

∂Ax

∂z
+ β1x

∂Ax

∂t
+

iβ2

2
∂2Ax

∂t2
+

α

2
Ax

= iγ

(
|Ax|2 +

2
3
|Ay|2

)
Ax

(5.9)

∂Ay

∂z
+ β1y

∂Ay

∂t
+

iβ2

2
∂2Ay

∂t2
+

α

2
Ay

= iγ

(
|Ay|2 +

2
3
|Ax|2

)
Ay

(5.10)

which we will make use of in the analysis of XPM in the next section.
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5.2.1 Cross-phase modulation (XPM)

Cross-phase modulation refers to the nonlinear phase shift of an optical field
induced by another field having a different wavelength, direction or SOP.
In a WDM-fiber XPM induces a rapid change of the SOP on each channel
[WM99].
When analyzing XPM, two co-propagating waves have to be considered.
The total optical field can be written

E(r, t) =
1
2

(
e−iωAt|sA〉+ e−iωBt|sB〉

)

=
1
2

[
(EA

ox(t) + EA
oy(t))e

−iωAt + (EB
ox(t) + EB

oy(t))e
−iωBt ]

(5.11)

and following the method of Eq.(5.5) by using Eqs.(5.9-5.10) this result in
four coupled NLS equations for the amplitude envelopes AA

x , AA
y , AB

x and
AB

y .

∂AA
(x,y)

∂z
+ βA

1 (x,y)

∂AA
(x,y)

∂t
+

iβBA

2

∂(AA
(x,y))

2

∂t2
+

αA

2
AA

(x,y)

= iγA

(
|AA

(x,y)|2 + 2|AB
(x,y)|2 +

2
3
|AA

(y,x)|2 +
2
3
|AB

(y,x)|2
)

AA
(x,y))

(5.12)

∂AB
(x,y)

∂z
+ βB

1 (x,y)

∂AB(x,y)

∂t
+

iβBB

2

∂(AB
(x,y))

2

∂t2
+

αB

2
AB

(x,y)

= iγB

(
|AB

(x,y)|2 + 2|AA
(x,y)|2 +

2
3
|AB

(y,x)|2 +
2
3
|AA

(y,x)|2
)

AB
(x,y)

(5.13)

The normal terms on the right-hand sides of Eqs.(5.12-5.13) describe the
effects of SPM and XPM. In particular, of our interest, the terms describing
XPM for the parallel polarized (AA

y = AB
y = 0) and orthogonally polarized

(AA
y = AB

x = 0) cases are

• Parallel waves (AA
y = AB

y = 0) :2iγA|AB
x |2AA

x and 2iγB|AA
x |2AB

x

• Orthogonal waves (AA
y = AB

x = 0) :2/3 iγA|AB
x |2AA

x and 2
3 iγB|AA

x |2AB
x

Comparing these terms it leads to the conclusion that XPM between two
co-propagating waves is reduced by a factor of 2

3 if both waves are orthogo-
nally polarized compared to parallel polarization.
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Following [CB00a] it can also be shown, by neglecting linear effects as
PMD and PDL, that no polarization evolution takes place between orthog-
onally polarized signals. This can be understood from

∂ŝA

∂z
=

8
9
γs0(ŝA × ŝB) and

∂ŝB

∂z
=

8
9
γs0(ŝB × ŝA) (5.14)

where ŝA and ŝB represent the Stokes vectors of the two channels, and it
is assumed, for simplicity, the same optical power, s0. By reformulating
Eq.(5.14) it can be also be shown that there is no polarization evolution for
co-polarized signals.
This indicates that the Stokes vectors of both fields precess at the same
rate. The length of fiber required for a complete precession is given by the
XPM-beat length

LB =
9π

8γs0 cos ξ
(5.15)

where 2ξ is the angle between the Stokes vectors ŝA and ŝB.
In long transmission lines, however, PMD eventually spoils the initial

relative polarization alignment of channels of different wavelengths. This
effect triggers XPM induced depolarization in systems where channels are
orthogonally launched.

The study of depolarization due to the interaction of XPM, SPM and
PMD has been tackled in several experimental works and some theoretical
works [Kik01, MCB01, CB00b]. In [Kik01],the focus is on the analysis by
simulation of the depolarization induced by SPM and its dependence on the
transmitted pulse chirp, and in [CB00b] it is experimentally shown that if
the SOPs of the WDM channels are launched in such a way that the overall
input DOP is minimized, the effects of XPM are also minimized and the
output DOP is maximized.

5.2.2 Four wave mixing (FWM)

In every WDM system, it is important to eliminate the effect of four-wave
mixing (FWM4).
FWM induces channel crosstalk which limits the capacity of WDM trans-
mission, particulary over optical dispersion shifted fibers (DSF). FWM is
a parametric process, in which three optical fields, propagating at different
frequencies ( non-degenerate case) in the same direction along a fiber, pro-
ducing a fourth field, propagating in the same direction, which drains power

4In the field of Quantum Optics, four wave mixing is referred to as four photon mixing,
which is a four photon process which photons are annihilated and created.
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from the originating three fields.
The effectiveness of FWM depends on a phase-matching condition to be
fulfilled, but like XPM, also on the polarizations of the affected waves.
Due to chromatic dispersion, the phase-matching condition requires the fre-
quency separation of the originating waves bo be relatively small, in order
for FWM to reach significant proportions.
As will be shown, proper alignment of channel polarizations can further re-
duce FWM efficiency.
For an extensive theoretical treatment of FWM in fiber with random bire-
fringence, [MKJ+04] is a good reference.

Suppression of Four-wave mixing employing orthogonal polariza-
tions

Analysis of the FWM process requires a lot of algebra - this has been ac-
complished in [Ino92]. We allow us to reproduce the results in this section.

The nonlinear light amplitude ENL is used to describe the FWM light
at frequency ωD, which relates to the originating frequencies as ωD = ωA +
ωB − ωC . The total nonlinear amplitude vector is found to be

ENL = η|E1(0)||E2(0)||E3(0)| · (〈sC |sB〉|sA〉+ 〈sC |sA〉|sB〉) (5.16)

where η satisfy

η = i
2πω

nc
Dξ

(3)
1122

1− e−αL

α
e−(α/2)L (5.17)

where D is a degeneracy factor, ξ
(3)
1122 is the tensor component of the third-

order nonlinear susceptibility and α is the fiber loss coefficient. |Ej(0)| where
(j = A,B,C) are the amplitudes at z = 0 and the relative polarization
states are represented by normalized Jones vectors |s〉j , which is assumed
to be maintained throughout the fiber.
For the case where all waves are identically polarized (〈si|sj〉i 6=j = 1 for
i, j = A, B,C) Eq.(5.16) can be rewritten as

ENL = 2η|E1(0)||E2(0)||E3(0)| · |sA〉 (5.18)

and
|ENL|2 = 4|η|2|E1(0)|2|E2(0)|2|E3(0)|2. (5.19)

Similarly, one can obtain the result for the case of two waves being co-
polarized, and the third being orthogonal polarized (|sA〉 ⊥ |sB〉 = |sC〉
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which means 〈sC |sB〉 = 1 and 〈sC |sA〉 = 0) The square of the nonlinear
amplitude now becomes

|ENL|2 = |η|2|E1(0)|2|E2(0)|2|E3(0)|2. (5.20)

and FWM efficiency drops to 1/4 compared to the case of all waves having
identical polarization.
For the case |sA〉 = |sB〉 ⊥ |sC〉 both 〈sC |sB〉 = 0 and 〈sC |sA〉 = 0, and
FWM efficiency becomes zero.
If the situation is |sA〉 = |sC〉 ⊥ |sB〉, as in a polarization interleaving case,
FWM efficiency will also become 1/4, but the output polarization of the
generated wave will be |sB〉 instead of |sA〉.
Based on these results an orthogonal polarization launch scheme seems like
a good approach to reduce FWM crosstalk when the channel spacing is tight
in WDM systems.
For both nonlinear effects, XPM and FWM, to be effectively reduced, it
is necessary for the waves to remain orthogonally polarized throughout the
fiber. PMD, however, not only alters the SOP of each wave as it propagates
along the fiber, but its frequency-dependence also leads to a non-uniform
change of each channel SOP which causes relative polarizations to vary
as the waves propagate the optical fiber. The ACF for PMD (Eq.(4.32))
shows clearly that polarization multiplexing is is less effective for suppressing
FWM-crosstalk in long transmission links ( with high DGD) and links with
high channel spacings. Fig.(5.1) shows how FWM efficiency changes with
fiber distance with the influence of PMD for orthogonal polarizations. The
PMD coefficient is relatively small in these cases. Another method to reduce
nonlinear effects allowing higher bit rates, is to suppress SPM-GVD interplay
and reducing power transfer between adjacent bits [HKPW03].
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Figure 5.1: Four-wave mixing efficiency vs transmission distance for two initially
orthogonally polarized signals with different channel spacing for increasing trans-
mission distances [Son00].



Chapter 6

Depolarization of orthogonal
waves

The last two chapters emphasized how linear and nonlinear effects influence
states of polarizations. In a PDM and interleaving scheme with two initial
orthogonal polarizations it is important to preserve this orthogonality to
distinguish the signals at the fiber end and reduce the crosstalk.
Based on our own calculations we will in this chapter first attempt to quan-
tify the depolarization of two general orthogonal states and investigate how
PMD affect their states with respect to frequency assuming a Gaussian fre-
quency spectrum.
In the next section we will state a general theory, by using the properties
of the Poincare sphere, which can be used to quantify crosstalk in a in a
PDM scheme , and clarify how the various effects influence the orthogonal-
ity between the SOPs. We will also use a geometric approach to relate the
relative depolarization to the angle between the two SOPs.

6.1 Depolarization of orthogonal polarized chan-
nels

Any signal can be described naturally as a function of time, which can be
written f(t) [New93, Boa03]. This representation leads immediately to the
instantaneous power, given by |f(t)|2, which shows how the energy of the
signal is distributed over time; the total signal energy is

E =
∫ +∞

−∞
|f(t)|2dt (6.1)

40
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This time-domain representation tends to hide information about frequency,
because it assumes that the two variables t and ω are mutually exclusive.
In problems related to depolarization it is therefore convenient to represent
the signal f(t) in the frequency domain by its Fourier transform f(ω), given
by

f(ω) = F{f(t)} ≡
∫ +∞

−∞
f(t)e−iωtdt. (6.2)

where f(ω) represent the fiber input spectrum which is normalized to satisfy
the condition

1
2π

∫ +∞

−∞
|f(ω)|2dω = 1. (6.3)

We will denote the ISOPs of two orthogonal signals as |sA〉 =
(

a
b

)
and

|sB〉 =
(

a2

b2

)
where each satisfy Eq.(3.5). They are orthogonal if their

inner product is zero, which can be expressed as 〈sA|sB〉in = a∗1a2 +b∗1b2 = 0
in Jones space or ŝA = −ŝB in Stokes space.

By neglecting chromatic dispersion and attenuation, considering PMD
only, the field vector at the output of a channel A can be expressed as

(
Eox

Eoy

)
= J(ω)

(
a
b

)
f(ω) (6.4)

where we operate with the fiber Jones matrix from Eq.(4.10).The field com-
ponents of Eq.(6.4) can be expressed as follows

Eox = (aJ1 + bJ2)f(ω) (6.5)
Eoy = (−aJ∗2 + bJ∗1 )f(ω) (6.6)

By now substituting Eq.(6.5) into the relations from Eq.(3.7) the three
components of the output Stokes vector for the whole spectrum can be found

s1 =
∫ (|Eox(ω)|2 − |Eoy(ω)|2) dω (6.7)

=
∫ [(|a|2 − |b|2) (|J1|2 − |J2|2

)
+ 2ab∗J1J

∗
2 + 2a∗bJ∗1J2

] |f(ω)|2dω

=
∫

(M11sin1 + M12sin2 + M13sin3)|f(ω)|2dω
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s2 =
∫

2Re
(
Eox(ω)E∗

oy(ω)
)
dω (6.8)

=
∫ [(|b|2 − |a|2) (J1J2 + J∗1J∗2 ) + a∗b(J∗1J∗1 − J2

2 ) + ab∗(J2
1 − u∗2J

∗
2

] |f(ω)|2dω

=
∫

(M21sin1 + M22sin2 + M23sin3)|f(ω)|2dω

s3 =
∫
−2Im

(
Eox(ω)E∗

oy(ω)
)
dω (6.9)

=
∫

i
[(|b|2 − |a|2) (J1J2 − J∗1J∗2 ) + ab∗(J2

1 + J∗2J∗2 )− a∗b(J2
2 + J∗1J∗1

] |f(ω)|2dω

=
∫

(M31sin1 + M32sin2 + M33sin3)|f(ω)|2dω

where Mij (i, j = 1, 2, 3) are the elements of a Mueller matrix which have
been converted1 from the Jones matrix using the relationship in Eq.(3.9).

Considering only first order PMD, the PSP orientation is constant along
the S1-axis in Stokes space. The fiber Jones matrix, J(ω), is given by
Eq.(4.12). However it is the second-order effects that are interesting. The
second order fiber Jones matrix can be written [Bru96, ZZCY04]

J(ω) =
(

cos ξ
2ω − i sin ξ

2 cos 2kω −i sin ξ
2 sin 2kω

−i sin ξ
2 sin 2kω cos ξ

2ω + i sin ξ
2 cos 2kω

)
(6.10)

where ξ = ∆τω is the phase shift induced by DGD and k = |q̂ω |
4 where q̂ω

is the PSP rotation rate from Eq.(4.21). Eq.(6.10) relates to Eq.(4.11) with
N = 1. The difference is that the PSP rotation rate from chapter 4.2.4 is
included, which seems like a more intuitive parameter to use . Polarization
dependent chromatic dispersion is here neglected.

To find the decrease of the DOP of two orthogonal polarizations we
assume that all the incident states are pure, Pin = 1, and the incident
channel polarizations are linear and lies along the S1-axis in Stokes space,
that is

ŝA0 =




s1A

s2A

s3A


 =




1
0
0


 and ŝB0 =




s1B

s2B

s3B


 =



−1
0
0


 (6.11)

where ŝA is 180◦ opposed to ŝB.
1The Mij-values are calculated in Maple-source in Appendix D.1 and D.2
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Before attempting to find the output Stokes parameters a derivation of
the Mueller Matrix values Mij using the relationship in Eq.(3.9) inserting
the Jones matrix from Eq.(6.10) and the pauli matrices Eq.(3.8) is needed.
The elements are calculated in Appendix D.3.
Assuming linear ISOPs, Eq.(6.11) implies that the components s2(A,B)

and
s3(A,B)

is zero in both channels. This means that only terms containing sin1

are relevant in Eqs.(6.7)-(6.9), which implies that M11,M21 and M31 are
the terms we can concentrate on. Assuming a gaussian frequency spectrum
and using the Mueller values calculated in Appendix D the output Stokes
components of channel A, ŝA, become

s1A(ω) =
∫

M11s1A |f(ω)|2dω

=
∫

M11

[
1√

2πσ2
exp

(
−(ω − ω0)2

2σ2

)]2

=
∫ (

1
2

(
cos

ξ

2
− i sin

ξ

2
cos 2kω

)(
cos

ξ

2
+ i sin

ξ

2
cos 2kω

)
(6.12)

− sin2 ξ

2
sin2 2kω − 1

2

(
− cos

ξ

2
− i sin

ξ

2
cos 2kω

)

·
(

cos
ξ

2
− i sin

ξ

2
cos 2kω

))[
1√

2πσ2
exp

(
−(ω − ω0)2

2σ2

)]2

dω

s2A(ω) =
∫

M21s1A |f(ω)|2dω

=
∫

M21

[
1√

2πσ2
exp

(
−(ω − ω0)2

2σ2

)]2

=
∫ (

i

(
cos

ξ

2
− i sin

ξ

2
cos 2kω

)
sin

ξ

2
sin 2kω (6.13)

− 1
2
i sin

ξ

2
sin 2kω

(
cos

ξ

2
+ i sin

ξ

2
cos 2kω

)

+
1
2

(
− cos

ξ

2
− i sin

ξ

2
cos 2kω

)
sin

ξ

2
sin 2kω

)[
1√

2πσ2
exp

(
−(ω − ω0)2

2σ2

)]2

dω
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s3A(ω) =
∫

M31s1A |f(ω)|2dω

=
∫

M31

[
1√

2πσ2
exp

(
−(ω − ω0)2

2σ2

)]2

=−
∫ [ (

cos
ξ

2
− i sin

ξ

2
cos 2kω

)
sin

ξ

2
sin 2kω (6.14)

− 1
2
i

(
− sin

ξ

2
sin 2kω

(
cos

ξ

2
+ i sin

ξ

2
cos 2kω

)
i

+
(
− cos

ξ

2
− i sin

ξ

2
cos 2kω

)
i sin

ξ

2
sin 2kω

)][
1√

2πσ2
exp

(
−(ω − ω0)2

2σ2

)]2

dω

The stokes components for the orthogonal channel B look the same except
for having negative sign in front.
The integral-equations Eq.(6.12-6.14) seem impossible to solve analytically,
but with numerical calculations it should be possible to plot the DOP after
the element as a function of frequency deviation, ω, from the carrier ω0.
With help from Maple and the DOP-relation in Eq.(6.15),

P =

√
s1(ω)2 + s2(ω)2 + s3(ω)2

s0
(6.15)

we now attempt to plot2 DOP versus ω of ŝA. The carrier frequency, ω0, is
set to ω = 0.
Fig.(6.1b) shows the result for two different ∆τ holding the PSP rotation
rate, |q̂ω| constant. The figure shows that DOP move towards zero when we
move away from carrier frequency and become unpolarized.
When we plot the DOP for the other channel, using the same carrier fre-
quency, this will be shown as overlaps of the graphs in Fig.(6.1b)

2Maple calculations in Appendix D.7.
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Figure 6.1: (a) Plot of the gaussian frequency spectrum used in the calculation
(b) DOP versus frequency for ŝA. The inner curve is calculated for a lower DGD
value ∆τ .

From these results we can conclude that the two initial orthogonal po-
larizations experience the same pulse depolarization when lying on the same
carrier frequency and will remain orthogonal. The transmission along the
fiber will however still be impaired by first-order PMD, and both SOPs are
rigidly rotated on the Poincaré as we keep adding fiber elements. In chapter
7.2 we will defend this analysis by simulation.

6.2 Relative depolarization

It has been recently demonstrated that orthogonal SOPs can be transmitted
over up to 3 km of graded index 50µm multimode fibres [RW03, RWP04],
keeping their relative orthogonal natures, and that polarization orthogonal-
ity is available over the complete C-band. This indicate the possibility to
double the bandwidth of existing MMF in access networks.
In long transmission however, using single-mode fibers, the desire of preser-
vation of orthogonality seems like a hard nut to crack due to higher order
PMD effects, polarization effects in in-line devices and non-linear effects.
We will now try to quantize what we call the relative depolarization and
crosstalk based on the formalism suggested in [RWP04] for MMF.
Analogous to chapter 6.1 we still assume that the two input fields are or-
thogonally linear polarized which can be described by the two anti-parallel
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Stokes vectors along the S1-axis

ŝA0 =




1
0
0


 and ŝB0 =



−1
0
0


 (6.16)

At the fiber output the Stokes vectors are unknown and can be denoted as

ŝA =




s1B

s2B

s3B


 and ŝ2 =




s1A

s2A

s3A


 (6.17)

where their intensities are given by s0A and s0B , and where the relative
orthogonality, 2ξ, can be found by the scalar product

arccos(ŝA · ŝB) = 2ξ (6.18)

In the launch case ξ = 90◦ and ŝA0 · ŝB0 = −1.
Fig.(6.2) shows the position of two instantaneous SOP and their relative
angle. It also shows the ellipticity, 2ε, and orientation, 2θ, for ŝA which

Figure 6.2: Arbitrary SOP’s represented on the Poincare sphere. ŝA and ŝB

represent the polarizations before realignment to the azimuth, and ŝA′ and ŝB′ after
the realignment.

can be related to the Stokes components through s3 = sin 2ε and s2 =
sin 2θ cos 2ε.
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As mentioned in Section 3.1.3 this relationship is only true when the
states are pure, which means not depolarized. However ŝA and ŝB represent
the average Stokes vectors, and not the instantaneous ones and therefore
can be considered as pure states.
Another consideration we can introduce is the relative DOP, Pr, between the
two SOP. Pr is essentially the length of a vector which represents the average
of two other vectors - one for each polarization - so it is half the vector sum of
these vectors. When 2ξ is the angle between these vectors, each of which are
defined as being vectors of unit length, the following relation exists between
ξ and Pr

|Pr| = 1
2

√
2 + 2 cos 2ξ where ξ ∈ [0; 90◦] (6.19)

which also holds in Jones space. The relation is pictured in Fig.(6.3).

Figure 6.3: Arbitrary SOP’s projected on the plane of linear polarizations of the
Poincare sphere.

If orthogonality is perfectly maintained, the average polarization vector
in Stokes space, |Pr|, would have zero length, since the alternating antipar-
allel Stokes vectors cancel each other out, therefore causing the light to be
(on average) unpolarized. We make use of Eq.(6.19) in the simulations in
the next chapter.

6.2.1 Crosstalk between states of polarizations

As mentioned in chapter 2.3 polarization multiplexed signals are demulti-
plexed using a combination of polarization controller and polarization beam
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splitter (PBS). The isolation between the demultiplexed channels depends
on ξ, where the polarization orientation angles δA = Λ+ξ/2 and δB = λ−ξ/2
are defined with respect to the PBS. See Fig.(6.4b) for details.
Computing the crosstalk between two SOPs is equivalent to calculating their
projections on the x-and y-axis of the PBS. The projection of √s0A is equiv-
alent to computing the two transmissions through the PBS. The projections

Figure 6.4: (a) Projection of ŝA on the axis of PBS for polarization demultiplex-
ing. The amplitude length

√
s0A can be understood from Fig.(3.1) where the length

of the semiminor axis a and the length of the semimajor axis b have the property
that E2

ox+E2
oy = a2+b2 (b) Schematic of the orientations of two multiplexed signals

with respect to the PBS. The PBS are assumed aligned to the x-axis.

on the equator of the Poincaré sphere for ŝA become

√
s0A

(x) =
√

s0A cos (θA + εA) (6.20)
√

s0A
(y) =

√
s0A sin (θA + εA). (6.21)

The intensities seen by the photodetector then become

s
(x)
0A = s0A cos2 (θA + εA) (6.22)

s
(y)
0A = s0A sin2 (θA + εA). (6.23)

and similarly for the intra-channel ŝB

s
(x)
0B = s0B cos2 (θB + εB) (6.24)

s
(y)
0B = s0B sin2 (θB + εB). (6.25)
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If we assume that channel ŝA is detected on the x-axis and channel ŝB on
the y-axis, we can define the crosstalk between the channels as

Xt(x) = 10 log
(

s0B cos2 (θb + εb)
s0A cos2 (θA + εA)

)
(6.26)

Xt(y) = 10 log
(

s0A sin2 (θA + εA)
s0A sin2 (θB + εB)

)
(6.27)

Due to the variation of the PMD vector, τ (ω), with frequency and dif-
ferent depolarization rates, |q(ω)|, at different frequencies the SOP’s at dif-
ferent carrier wavelengths is affected randomly, which causes the ellipticity ε
and orientation θ to vary randomly. This means that by using a single PBS
demultiplexer optimized for one wavelength will not necessarily demultiplex
polarization channels at other wavelengths. In chapter 7.2.2 we will attempt
to quantify the polarization separation angle numerically.

Assuming that the PBS is aligned with S1-axis as indicated in Fig.(6.3)
we can experimentally use a combination of quarter and-half wave plates
to rotate the SOP’s to the equator of the Poincaré sphere. The 2ξ angle is
conserved by this transformation so that we have εa = εb = 0 and θb = θa+ξ.
As shown in Fig.(6.4b) the bisector of the two realigned SOP’s is oriented
at an angle Λ with respect to the PBS. The resulting crosstalk are now

Xt(x) = 10 log

(
s0B cos2 (Λ + ξ

2)

s0A cos2 (Λ− ξ
2)

)
(6.28)

Xt(y) = 10 log

(
s0A sin2 (Λ− ξ

2)

s0A sin2 (Λ + ξ
2)

)
(6.29)

When the crosstalk is the same for both channels, that is when Λ = 45◦ the
transmission is optimized. The above equations then reduces to

Xt(x) = Xt(y) = 20 log
(

tan
(

45◦ − ξ

2

))
(6.30)

assuming equal channel powers s0A = s0B and is minimized when ξ = 90◦

as expected, and zero when ξ = 0.



Chapter 7

Simulations

Computer modelling of the physical layer (i.e. optical transport) of multi-
wavelength optical networks is a challenging task, due to the large number
of network components and reconfigurable links.
Several products for the study of point-to-point optical communication sys-
tems and optical networks are commercially available ( e.g. LinkSim [httb],
COMSIS [BGC98], FOCUSS [GEV97, htta], OptSim [httc], HP EEsof [Elr93]
and PTDS [httd] ).
For the numerical calculations OptSim from RSoft is used, which is capable
of calculating more than 15000 km of nonlinear fiber, including polarization
related effects, with the highest precision in a finite time. It is the fastest
simulator among the one mentioned, essentially because of its proprietary
time domain simulation technology [ea97]. Based on the NLS-equations
from chapter 5.2, the general strategy for solution is to take alternating
fiber steps of size dz, solving the dispersive linear part of the problem in the
frequency domain, and the nonlinear part of the problem in the time domain.
This chapter is divided into two parts : polarization interleaving and polarization-
division multiplexing where the main focus will be on the evolution of the
separation angle between the polarizations and its dependence on channel
spacing and PMD.

50
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7.1 WDM Polarization interleaving

7.1.1 Verifying the polarization angle dependence on FWM

As mentioned in chapter 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 launching orthogonal neighboring
channels seems advantageous for suppressing XPM and FWM.
We will start by verifying how the initial polarizations affect the channel
performance, and have prepared a setup as shown in Fig.(E) in the appendix.
The topology setup consist of 8 channels launched into a single fiber span
of 50 km. Channel spacing is 50 GHz and they are generated in groups by
odd and even channels by two PRBS generators, electrical signal generators,
and CW laser sources. Fig.(7.1) shows a schematic of the setup.

Figure 7.1: Principle sketch of the initial stokes vectors. ŝy
A and ŝx

B are anti-
parallel and 180◦ opposed to each other in Stokes space.

The polarizations for the even laser sources source are rotated all around
the S2-axis of the Poincaré sphere through parametric runs (0◦ to 180◦ with
10◦ step in Jones space), and at the end of the fiber the performance of each
channel is tested. This is done by measuring the BER and the Q-factor1.

The Q-factor performance for one channel is shown in Fig.(7.2a). The
Q-factor is minimal for parallel polarization angles (0◦ and 180◦), and max-
imum when the neighbor channels are orthogonal to each other (90◦). Dif-
ference between Q’s is ∼ 0.6 dB. Fig.(7.2b) shows the Q-factor performance
for the same channel with the presence of PMD and a DGD coefficient of
Dp = 1 ps/ km

1
2 . We see that both the total channel performance and Q-

factor difference for parallel and orthogonal polarization is reduced. However
orthogonal polarizations are still favorable.
As reviewed in chapter 5.2.2 the FWM products are maximized when the
polarizations are aligned and nearly completely reduced to zero when the

1The BER improves as Q increases and can be approximated with the formula BER ≈
exp(−Q2/2)/(Q

√
2π) [Agr97]. When Q2 = 26.7 BER is ∼ 10−7. A commonly used

criterion for optical receivers requires BER < 10−9.
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Figure 7.2: (a) Channel performance versus polarization angle between adjacent
channels in absence of PMD (b) Channel performance versus polarization angle
between adjacent channels with PMD present. The angle is taken in Jones space.

two polarizations are orthogonal, which Fig.(7.2a) reflects. Eq.(5.14) man-
ifests that XPM has no effect when the adjacent channels are orthogonal,
but due to PMD-induced XPM the channel performance is further reduced,
as shown in Fig.(7.2b). However it seems like it is the PMD itself that is
the worst source for orthogonality degradation.

7.1.2 Verifying the bandwidth of the principles states in Po-
larization interleaving

It is known from chapter 4.2.5 that the bandwidth of the principal states
defines the spectral area where τ is reasonably constant. We will is this
section check the viability of the PSP bandwidth from Eq.(4.26).

In the setup two orthogonal polarization channels ŝA and ŝB are multi-
plexed, where both laser sources transmit a wavelength on 1537.4 nm, and
PRBS-NRZ2 modulation is used. The wavelength of channel B is then var-

2On-off keying (OOK) is a modulation method according to which a logic ”one” is
manifested by the presence of light;similarly, logic ”zero” is manifested by the absence of
light. When the logic ”one” is lighted for the full period (T = 1/∆ν), this OOK is termed
nonreturn to zero (NRZ), and when for a fraction of the period (such as 1/3 or 1/2, it
is termed return to zero (RZ). Pseudo-random bit sequences (PRBS) are generated using
a binary shift register with taps that are modulo-2 added together and fed back to the
register’s input.
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Figure 7.3: (a) ŝB is inside the half PSP bandwidth of ŝA. (b) ŝB is outside the
half PSP bandwidth of ŝA.

ied by steps of 5 Ghz, up to 50 Ghz away from the reference wavelength
(corresponding to 1537.8 nm) By now using a polarization monitor at the
end of the fiber we can read of the DOP for each frequency step. Fig.(7.3)
explains the steps. When ŝB is inside the half PSP bandwidth of ŝA, that is
1537.4+∆λPSP /2 the orthogonality between the Stokes vectors will be rea-
sonably constant as only first order PMD occur. Outside the half PSP band-
width, depolarization occurs, and the vectors looses their intra-relationship.

Fig.(7.4) shows the DOP versus channel spacing for two mean DGD val-
ues, ∆τ1 = 14.85 ps and ∆τ2 = 2.1 ps. By reformulating Eq.(4.26),

∆νPSP =
1

8 ·∆τ
(7.1)

we calculate the half PSP bandwidths to ∆νPSP/2 = 4.2 Ghz and ∆νPSP/2 =
29.7 Ghz (for ∆τ1 and ∆τ2 respectively).
The simulation results in Fig.(7.4) shows that the analysis of PSP bandwidth
agree also for orthogonal polarizations. It is observed that the depolarization
occur around these bandwidths, which mean that the PSPs can only be used
as an orthogonal basis set up to this point (ref. Eq.(4.18)) .
It is also observed how PMD induces XPM which leads to the conclusion that
the field depolarizes faster. In the further sections we will try to quantify
the decrease of the orthogonality.
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Figure 7.4: DOP versus bandwidth for two initial orthogonal channels ŝA and ŝB.
The apparently random behavior of the DOP is the result of the random behavior
of PMD, and only one seed value is used for each frequency step.

7.1.3 Relative depolarization using alternating bits

In this section the focus will be on the relative depolarization and the anal-
ysis of the evolution of the separation angle 2ξ between the stokes vectors
pictured in Fig.(7.5).
The topology setup consist of a transmitter section, a PMD fiber and a SOP
evaluation section.

Figure 7.5: (a) Before fiber propagation the Stokes vectors are orthogonal, ŝy
A ·

ŝx
B = −1. (b) After propagating a distance z the Stokes vectors are separated by

a polarization angle 2ξ. λB is varied relative to λA = 1537.4 nm to check the
frequency dependence of ξ(ω) which is related to τω.
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Transmitter section

The transmitter section, shown in Fig.(7.6) consist of 2 channels launched
into a single fiber span. To ensure that the SOP of the two channels could

Figure 7.6: The topology setup of channel A and B.

be determined at any time, the bit sequences consist of two parametric bit
sequences, transmitted with different polarizations which alternately con-
tained ones. The multiplexed stream would then consist of a series of ones
with alternating polarizations which are distinguishable by the receiver due
to their parametric nature. The SOP analyzer at the fiber end will then
produce a set of stokes coordinates (s1, s2, s3)T for each parametric signal,
which allows for computation of the angle separating the polarizations at
the fiber end.
Signals from the continuous-wave laser sources (each with a peak power of 10
mW) are modulated by external modulators giving a 10 Gb/s NRZ pattern.

Initially the two channels have linear polarization along the x-axis, that
is ŝA =

(
1 0 0

)T . Before being multiplexed into the fiber channel B
channel are rotated 180◦ on the Poincaré sphere by a polarization controller,
which corresponds to ŝB =

( −1 0 0
)T . As in chapter 7.1.2 channel A’s

wavelength is set to 1537.4nm while channel B’s wavelength is varied 12.5,
25 and 50 Ghz (corresponding to 0.1, 0.2 and 0.4 nm respectively) away
from channel A. Using a 10 Gb/s bit rate these spacings correspond to the
spectral efficiencies 0.8, 0.4 and 0.2 bit/s/Hz. This particular bit rate and
the associated channel separations were chosen, because at 40 Gb/s, PMD
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effects already become problematic within a single transmission channel and
lower bit rates are generally considered unaffected by PMD.

Fiber section

The chromatic dispersion is modelled with the empirical formula

D(λ) =
λS0

4

(
1−

(
λ0

λ

)4
)

(7.2)

in terms of a dispersion slope S0 = 90 s/m3 and a reference wavelength
λ0 = 1550 nm. The component parameters n1, β2 and β3 are not used
in this dispersion model. To not complicate the setup, there are no com-
ponents along the fiber giving room for PDL3, and therefore both modes
from the channels experience the same attenuation coefficient which is set
to α = 0.25 dB/km. The nonlinear parameter n2 is set to 2.6 · 10−20 m2

/W. The non-linear effects XPM/SPM are neglected due to the relatively
long simulation times. To defend this decision, the relative low intensity
launched into the fiber leads to a low nonlinear birefringence which will not
affect the orthogonality between the stokes vectors much compared to PMD.
Simulations runs with XPM and PMD present led to only 0.003% more an-
gle deviation compared to the case with only PMD present. To simulate
PMD the concatenation model (coarse-step method) is used. The degree of
PMD is controlled by the correlation length, Lc and the PMD coefficient,
Dp. Lc is set to 10 m, which is common scale in single-mode fibers. The
step size is set to 500 m and is 10% of the minimum characteristic length.
A minimum of 15 steps will be taken, regardless of the characteristic length
in order to obtain randomization of the polarization.
The fiber length was varied from 1 to 40 km in 1 km increments. At each
increment a generator was seeded with 50 random numbers, leading to a
statistical distribution of the DOP, and a total data set of 2000 values for
each simulation. Dp values we used was 1.0, 0.1 and 2.0 ps/ km1/2 for each
frequency spacing.

Receiver section

At the fiber end a polarization monitor was used to read out the DOP, which
from now on is denoted relative depolarization, |Pr|.
Before the simulations we related |Pr| to the relative angle ξ between the two

3Current version of Optsim does not take into account PDL in fiber components.
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SOPs, which does not seem possible for PRBS bit sequences. To do this the
polarization controller at channel B was scanned from 0◦ to 180◦ around the
S3-axis on the Poincaré sphere, relative to the constant polarization angle
at channel A on the positive S1-axis. |Pr| values was then read off by a
polarization monitor after the multiplexer, before entering the fiber span.
Fig.(7.7) show the relative angle for different setups. The relationship from

Figure 7.7: The relation between DOP and relative angle (taken in Jones space)
for different modulations.

Eq.(6.19) agree totally with the curve for the NRZ modulation where there is
frequency separation between the channels. By reformulating this equation
we obtain

ξ =
1
2

arccos
(

4 · |Pr|2 − 2
2

)
(7.3)

which is applicable for arbitrary channel spacings.
For NRZ modulation, when both channels are located at the same frequency
and used in chapter 7.2.1, we have done a second order polynomial curve
fitting. The relationship here is

|Pr| = −7 · 10−5 · ξ2 + 0.001 · ξ + 0.992. (7.4)

The |Pr|-relationship for soliton modulation, which we make use of in chap-
ter 7.1.6, fits to a step function consisting of a 3rd order polynomial and a
linear relationship,

|Pr| =
[
(2 · 10−6 · ξ3 − 0.0003 · ξ2 + 0.0013ξ + 0.9978)

]
H(72− ξ)
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+ [0.0171 · ξ + 0.0029]H(72− ξ)(7.5)
where H(ξ) is the Heaviside step function4.

7.1.4 Simulation results

We will now go on and have a look at how the polarization separation angle
deviates in an average, low and high PMD fiber, where the PMD coefficients
is set to 1.0, 0.1 and 2.0 ps/ km1/2 respectively.

Standard PMD fiber

Fig.(7.8) depicts the distribution of the relative polarization angle of the two
channels versus the fiber length. The channel spacing is 50 Ghz. The angle
is measured in Jones coordinates, where an angle of 90◦ corresponding to
orthogonality.
The orthogonality is lost as early as only a few kilometers into the fiber

and the channel separation angle becomes distributed between a decreasing
lower bound and orthogonality. A more meaningful presentation is shown
in Fig.(7.9) where the angle are normal distributed at 1, 10, 20 and 40 km
fiber propagation.

The figure shows that the probability for the channels polarization to be
perfectly orthogonal is only small. The mean angle decreases with distance
while its variance increases.

Treating the worst case, it is observed that the distribution of the an-
gles after 40 km of fiber extends from 0◦ to 90◦, which means that there
is a chance that the benefits or orthogonally polarized channels concerning
the reduction of nonlinear interactions to completely vanish at this point.
Fig.(7.10) shows the average relative angle for different channel spacings
versus fiber length. It is observed that a much greater benefit of using or-
thogonal channels can be expected at a channel seperation of 12.5 Ghz. This
behavior was anticipated, since the contribution of 1st order PMD dominate
higher-order PMD, and the two channels seems to have more similar DGDs.
This can be understood from the continuous DGD-curve versus frequency
in Fig.(4.2.3).

4In a distribution-theoretic sense the Dirac delta distribution is the derivative of the
Heaviside step function. The Heaviside step function has the following properties

H(ξ)=





0 when ξ < 0
1/2 when ξ = 0
1 when ξ > 0
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Figure 7.8: Relative angle ξ versus fiberlength, z, between channels at 50 Ghz
apart. Fiber PMD coefficient is 1.0 ps/km

1
2 .There are 50 simulation runs at each

km fiber increment.

Figure 7.9: Probability distributions of relative angles ξ. Channels are spaced 50
Ghz and fiber PMD coefficient is 1.0 ps/km

1
2 . The angles are normal distributed at

1, 10 20 and 40 km.
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Figure 7.10: Average relative angle ξ versus fiberlength, z, between channels at
12.5 Ghz, 25 Ghz and 50 Ghz apart. Fiber PMD coefficient is 1.0 ps/km

1
2

Fig.(7.11) shows that the standard deviation of ξ at different channel spac-
ings increases with increasing fiber length. The larger channel spacing, the
larger standard deviation.
Fig.(7.12) visualizes the polarization separation angles on the Poincaré sphere,
where the angles for increasing fiber lengths are measured.
We observe how the initial anti-parallel vectors ŝx

A and ŝy
B precess around

τ1(ω) and τ2(ω+∆ω) respectively. Using our mathematical machinery from
the PMD-theory the precess equations can be written (Eq.(4.17))

dŝx
A

dω
= τ1 × ŝx

A and
dŝy

B

dω
= τ2 × ŝy

B, (7.6)

and following Eq.(4.19) the change of τ1(ω) and τ2(ω+∆ω) with fiber length
can be written as

∂τ1

∂z
=

∂β

∂ω
+ β × τ1 and

∂τ2

∂z
=

∂β

∂ω
+ β × τ2. (7.7)

Qualitatively we can say that τω and q̂ω changes the magnitude and the di-
rection of τ2 relative to τ1 and cause degradation of the relative polarization
angle 2ξ (taken in stokes space) between ŝx

A and ŝy
B.
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Figure 7.11: Standard deviation versus fiberlength for channels spaced 12.5 Ghz,
25 Ghz and 50 Ghz. Fiber PMD coefficient is 1.0 ps/km

1
2

Figure 7.12: DOP shown on the Poincaré surface in the average PMD case for
increasing fiber distances. (a) z = 0 km, ∆τ = 0 ps, ξ = 90◦(180◦) (b) z = 20
km, ∆τ = 4.47 ps, ξ = 68◦(136◦) (c) z = 40 km, ∆τ = 6.32 ps, ξ = 55◦(110◦)
(d) z = 80 km, ∆τ = 8.95 ps, ξ = 41◦(82◦) (e) z = 200 km, ∆τ = 14.14 ps,
ξ = 39◦(78◦) (f) z = 500 km, ∆τ = 22.36 ps, ξ = 32◦(64◦) The polarization
separation angle in Stokes space is emphasized in parenthesis.
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Low PMD fiber

Newer fibers exhibit Dp as low as 0.1 ps/km
1
2 , and these fibers should be

less affected by both first and higher order PMD. The difference between the
second-order PMD vectors at different wavelengths will still be there, but the
difference is much smaller. Fig.(7.17) shows the decrease of orthogonality for
two initial orthogonal polarizations separated 50 Ghz with PMD coefficient
0.1 ps/km

1
2 . It is observed that both the angle deviation and the standard

deviation is much smaller compared to the case with higher Dp in Fig.(7.8).
As shown in Fig.(7.14) the polarizations remain almost orthogonal after 40
km fiber propagation with 12.5 Ghz channel spacing - the standard deviation
is only 0.5◦ as observed in Fig.(7.15).

Figure 7.13: Relative angle ξ versus fiberlength, z, between channels at 50 Ghz
apart. Fiber PMD coefficient is 0.1 ps/km

1
2 . There are 50 simulation runs at each

km fiber increment
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Figure 7.14: Average relative angle ξ versus fiberlength, z, between channels at
12.5 Ghz, 25 Ghz and 50 Ghz apart. Fiber PMD coefficient is 0.1 ps/km

1
2 .

Figure 7.15: Standard deviation versus fiberlength for channels spaced 12.5 Ghz,
25 Ghz and 50 Ghz. Fiber PMD coefficient is 0.1 ps/km

1
2
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High PMD fiber

Many of the fibers installed before the 1990s have relatively high-PMD coef-
ficients. In Fig.(7.16) the angle deviations and the corresponding standards
deviations for each channel spacing are plotted as a function of fiber length
with Dp = 2.0 ps/km

1
2 .

We find that the gradients for both the angle deviation and the standard
deviation is almost twice as large in the beginning compared to an average
PMD fiber, but levels out at the fiber end.

Figure 7.16: (a)Average relative angle ξ versus fiberlength, z, between channels
at 12.5 Ghz, 25 Ghz and 50 Ghz apart. Fiber PMD coefficient is 2.0 ps/km

1
2 .(b)

Standard deviation of ξ.
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7.1.5 Influence of XPM on orthogonality

When the field intensity becomes large enough, we remember from chapter
5.1 that nonlinear birefringence becomes important.
In the low power simulations in the former chapters XPM/SPM-effects are
disabled due to the small influence on SOPs and long simulation time.
To illustrate how the relative angle between the two SOPs get affected by
XPM, each laser intensity is increased and the powers are normalized 158
mW in each channel, producing a total power of 316 mW in an average
PMD fiber.
Fig.(7.17) shows the relative angle versus fiber length, where the channels
are separated by 50 Ghz.
When XPM and PMD are present at the same time it seems like the average
relative polarization angle splits at ∼ 10 km compared to the case where
XPM is isolated and only PMD is present in the fiber. However, the standard

Figure 7.17: High intensity fiber. Relative angle versus fiber length. 50 Ghz
channel spacing, 1.0 ps/km

1
2 .

deviation difference between the two cases remain zero throughout the fiber,
so it seems like the angle distributions remain same for all fiber lengths,
but the average angle for the XPM-case deviate more from orthogonality
at long fiber lengths. At smaller fiber lengths XPM has no influence and is
overlapping the other graph. However as the DGD increases the PMD effect
triggers XPM induced depolarization as explained in chapter 5.2.1.
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7.1.6 Polarization interleaved solitons

Orthogonally polarized soliton pulses was also simulated. Solitons are known
for maintaining a high DOP throughout the whole fiber link, even though the
presence of random variations of the fiber birefringence and PMD. In fact,
it is considered that the typical length scale where birefringence and PMD
fluctuations occur is much shorter than the soliton period, so that the fluctu-
ating PMD vector, τ , may be averaged over all polarization states. The soli-
ton robustness of the temporal pulse is caused by so-called ”self-trapping”.
A PMD-induced temporal pulse break-up of linear pulses is counteracted in
solitons through a spectral change such that GVD cancels out the effect of
PMD. Thus, the temporal distortion in linear pulses is traded for a small
spectral distortion in solitons.
Polarization multiplexing of solitons are e.g. studied in [ea92, CCD98] as
special solutions of the coupled NLS-equations. In our simulation the con-

Figure 7.18: Soliton transmission. (a) Relative angle ξ versus fiberlength with
50 Ghz spacing and 50 simulation runs at each km. (b) Average angle versus
fiberlength. . Fiber PMD coefficient is 1.0 ps/km

1
2 .

tinuous wave lasers are substituted with two mode-locked laser sources, in
conjunction with the external modulators to produce soliton pulses with
pulse widths tp = 20 ps. Parameterized bit-sequences and the same disper-
sion/loss model as in former chapters were used. An average PMD fiber is
used for the setup.
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The polarization angle for polarizations spaced 50 Ghz is plotted in Fig.(7.18).
It is observed that solitons preserve orthogonality extremely well - the angle
deviated only by 0.008◦ on average after 40 km fiber propagation, and the
angle was deviated 0.041◦ in the worst case. However, as in the other cases
the standard deviation increased along the fiber, and reach 0.007◦ at 40 km -
which is again extremely small. With our model assumptions the conclusion
is that orthogonally polarized solitons remain so as they traverse the system.
In [ea92] it is revealed that orthogonally polarized solitons can be spaced as
close as ∼ 2.5tp apart without significant interaction over transoceanic dis-
tances. By contrast, in a single-polarization soliton system, the solitons must
be spaced at least 5tp apart to avoid significant soliton-soliton interaction
over the same distances [Mol90]. However, resistance of solitons PMD break
down for large amount of PMD. The breakdown limit has been estimated
to [MSGM89]

Dp ≤ 0.3D1/2 (7.8)

where D is the dispersion parameter from Eqs.(4.5, 7.2). In practice this
relation is often satisfied and PMD should therefore be a minor problem in
most soliton systems.
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7.2 Polarization-division multiplexing

In this section we will first try to quantify the evolution of the polariza-
tion angle separating two independent polarizations on one frequency, and
then continue on looking at two frequencies each containing two orthogonal
independent signal polarizations.

7.2.1 Relative depolarization of one PDM signal

When using alternating polarizations to modulate a standard single-channel
NRZ or RZ bitstream, it is expected that the orthogonality will be main-
tained in the presence of PMD, since the frequency dependence of all PMD
effects is avoided.
However the propagation along the fiber will be impaired by first-order
PMD, which causes the bits at one polarization to have a greater group
velocity than those at the other polarization. On average both polarizations
will experience the same distortions due to PMD as mentioned in chapter
6.1. However these effects are not considered here as the quality of the
transmission link is disregarded and emphasis is placed solely on the evolu-
tion of the polarization angle ξ. These statements will first be verified with
simulations, making use of an almost identical setup as in Fig.(7.6). The
two wavelengths used are now both λA,B = 1537.4 nm. By solving the 2nd
order compound quantity of Eq.(7.4) with respect to ξ the DOP values at
the end of the fiber can be converted to the relative angle. The average
relative angle for each increment in length is plotted in Fig.(7.19).
Using the parameterized signals approach, the results confirm that the or-

Figure 7.19: Relative angle ξ between intra-channels |sx
A〉 and |sy

A〉 versus fiber
length. Dp = 1.0 ps/km

1
2 .

thogonality of intra-channel polarization alternation is affected very little by
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PMD. Fig.(7.19) shows that ξ after propagation of 40 km of fiber is < 90◦,
but still very small in almost all of the 2000 simulation runs. When both
λA,B are displaced the same amount in frequency and more simulations are
done there is no significant angle deviation.

7.2.2 Relative depolarization between two PDM signals.

Now we move on treating the polarization angle separating two channels
each containing two orthogonal polarizations. Our intra-channel setup from
the last section then have to be expanded. Fig.(7.20a) illustrate a schematic
of the situation before fiber propagation. Two orthogonal linearly polariza-
tions ŝx

A = (1 0 0)T ŝy
A = (−1 0 0)T lie on the same wavelength λA along

the S1-axis on the equator of the Poincaré sphere. Using the superposition

Figure 7.20: (a) Before fiber propagation the Average Stokes vectors are parallel,
ŝave
A · ŝave

B = 1. (b) After propagating a distance x the Stokes vectors are separated
by a polarization angle 2ξ. λB is varied relative to λA = 1537.4 nm to check the
frequency dependence of ξ(ω) which is related to τω.

principle in Stokes space5 we can ”add” these vectors together obtaining
the average polarization ŝave

A = (0 1 0)T lying along the S2-axis - also on the
equator.
The same rules applies for channel B which is displaced λA +∆λ away from
signal A as shown in the figure.
While assuming that the relative angle between the intra-channels is rela-

5The Jones vectors form a vectorial space, whereas the Stokes vectors do not. Thus
we can not just take the sum of the stokes vectors. The superposition in Jones space is
represented by |save

A 〉 = a|sx
A〉 + b|sy

A〉 where a = b = 1/
√

2. The corresponding stokes
vector will be ŝave

A = (aa∗ − bb∗)̂s1 + (ab∗ + a∗b)̂s2 + i(ab∗ − a∗b)̂s3 representing a 3D su-
perposition in Stokes space. We know that aa∗/bb∗ have equal power split which indicates
that only the term (ab∗ + a∗b)̂s2 is relevant, obtaining ŝave

A = (0 1 0)T .
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tively constant throughout the fiber,we can concentrate on the angle sep-
arating ŝave

A and ŝave
B , which also is denoted 2ξ ( in Stokes space). Before

being multiplexed into the fiber the average polarizations are parallel, that
is ŝave

A · ŝave
B = 1, which means that ξ = 0 at launch.

The setup

The PDM-setup is shown in Fig.(7.21). The bit generators BitGenAx and
BitGenAy use parameterized signals ( 101010... and 010101... respectively)
where BigGenAy is offset by one bit, each consisting of a 128-bit sequence.
Similar relations applies for channel B. The signal wavelengths for the NRZ-
modulated laser source in channel A is λLaserAx

= λLaserAy
= 1537.4 nm

while the wavelengths in channel B are 1537.8 nm, corresponding to a 50
Ghz (∆λ = 0.4 nm) channel spacing. 12.5 and 25 Ghz channel spacing was
also simulated. Two multiplexers, denoted OptMuxA and OptMuxB on

Figure 7.21: The setup for polarization-division multiplexing of 2 channels. The
polarization rotator is only used to find the relationship between the DOP and the
average angle ξ between ŝave

A and ŝave
B .

the figure, multiplex the two orthogonal intrachannels in each channel, and
gives us the average polarizations ŝave

A and ŝave
B .

To find the relationship between the relative angle ξ and the length of DOP-
vector,|Pr|, we use a polarization rotator which rotate ŝave

B around the S3-
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axis on the Poincaré sphere with 1◦ increments, keeping ŝave
B constant. The

relation is then plotted using the results from PolarizationMon1.
Fig.(7.22) shows |Pr| versus ξ in Jones space. The relation is well fitted by

Figure 7.22: Length of DOP vector versus relative angle ξ.

a 2nd order compound quantity, shown in the figure, which is solved with
respect to ξ, obtaining

ξ =
√

100 + 20000 · (0, 4785− |Pr|)− 10 (7.9)

which is used in the results section.

Results

To make the results comparable with the polarization interleaving scheme
we have plotted ξ for the three respective frequency separations both for an
average PMD fiber, with Dp = 1.0 ps/km

1
2 , and for a low PMD fiber with

Dp = 0.1 ps/km
1
2 .

Fig.(7.23a) shows the instantaneous ξ versus fiber length in an average PMD
fiber with channels spaced 50 Ghz. We see that the variance increases with
fiber distance as in the interleaving case.
Angle probability distributions for selected lengths is plotted in Fig.(7.23b),
which shows that the distributions after 40 km extends from 0◦ to almost
90◦. The average relative angles for all the cases are plotted in Fig.(7.24)
for the two different fiber types.
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Figure 7.23: (a) ξ versus fiberlength for 2 PDM channels spaced 50 Ghz. Dp = 1.0
ps/km

1
2 . (b) Probability distributions of relative angles ξ. The angles are normal

distributed at 1, 10 20 and 40 km.
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Figure 7.24: (a) Average relative angle ξ versus fiber length. Dp = 1.0 ps/km
1
2 .

(b) Average relative angle ξ versus fiber length. Dp = 0.1 ps/km
1
2 .
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Dp ∆ω Concept ∆ξ after ∆ξ after ∆ξ after ∆ξ after
[Ghz] 1 km 10 km 20 km 40 km

0.1 12.5 PI 0.17◦ ± 0.023◦ 0.25◦ ± 0.07◦ 0.64◦ ± 0.11◦ 1.0◦ ± 0.14◦

0.1 12.5 PDM 0.66◦ ± 0.0007◦ 5.40◦ ± 0.002◦ 6.75◦ ± 0.003◦ 7.2◦ ± 0.004◦

0.1 25 PI 0.2◦ ± 0.03◦ 1.02◦ ± 0.14◦ 1.33◦ ± 0.22◦ 2.22◦ ± 0.28◦

0.1 25 PDM 0.76◦ ± 0.0001◦ 6.04◦ ± 0.05◦ 7, 11◦ ± 0.07◦ 7.5◦ ± 0.09◦

0.1 50 PI 0.44◦ ± 0.07◦ 2.03◦ ± 0.28◦ 2.7◦ ± 0.44◦ 4.4◦ ± 0.56◦

0.1 50 PDM 1.32◦ ± 0.005◦ 6.48◦ ± 0.04◦ 7.65◦ ± 0.10◦ 8.4◦ ± 0.24◦

1.0 12.5 PI 1.13◦ ± 0.16◦ 5.04◦ ± 0.65◦ 6.35◦ ± 0.98◦ 9.9◦ ± 1.14◦

1.0 12.5 PDM 0.65◦ ± 0.004◦ 5.48◦ ± 0.03◦ 6.43◦ ± 0.10◦ 8.9◦ ± 0.47◦

1.0 25 PI 2.3◦ ± 0.34◦ 10.32◦ ± 1.34◦ 12.93◦ ± 1.99◦ 19.9◦ ± 2.25◦

1.0 25 PDM 0.9◦ ± 0.20◦ 10.01◦ ± 1.2◦ 14.1◦ ± 2.05◦ 18◦ ± 2.4◦

1.0 50 PI 4.6◦ ± 0.69◦ 20.6◦ ± 2.72◦ 25.8◦ ± 4.1◦ 39◦ ± 4.4◦

1.0 50 PDM 1.88◦ ± 0.41◦ 18.2◦ ± 2.03◦ 24.7◦ ± 3.86◦ 34.17◦ ± 4.9◦

Table 7.1: Comparison of polarization angle deviations ∆ξ for PDM and Polar-
ization interleaving (PI) for increasing fiber lengths. The PMD coefficient, Dp, is
given in ps

km
1
2
. Angles are given in Jones space.

7.3 Comparison of the polarization separation an-
gles

Based on the results from chapter 7.1.4 and chapter 7.2.2 we will now com-
pare the mean polarization angle fluctuation ∆ξ between the nearest neigh-
bor channels from the initial angle ξ for polarization interleaving and PDM
at various points in the fiber. The angles we concentrate on are pictured in
Fig.(7.5b) and Fig.(7.20b).
In Table 7.1 we have listed ∆ξ after fiber lengths 1, 10, 20 and 40 km for an
average and low PMD fiber with channel spacings 12.5, 25 and 50 Ghz.
Since our PMD calculations are based on random seed-parameters confi-
dence intervals make a reasoned statement about the true mean of ∆ξ.
The angle deviations given is estimated with a 95% confidence interval,
∆ξ ± 1.96 · σ√

n
, where n = 50, since 50 parameters was simulated at each

fiber length increment.
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Conclusions

8.1 Discussion

The study, and understanding of polarization of light is becoming increas-
ingly important in a number of disciplines in the optical sciences. A sound
knowledge of the subject is needed, for example in the study of laser physics,
nonlinear optics and optical waveguides.
In this report we have shown how light fields are depolarized due to the
mixture of spectral modes with different polarizations.
When |sA〉ω and |sB〉ω lie on the same carrier wavelength (1 channel) they
will never depolarize, since any fiber Jones matrix J(ω) will change the ab-
solute states of polarization, but they will remain orthogonal. Both SOPs
are rigidly rotated on the poincaré sphere.
Exceptions to this happen if you have PDL, PDG and PHB in the fiber or,
even in the absence of these effects, you are in the nonlinear-propagation
regime [BVO+03]. Also the relative drift causes depolarization as shown in
Eq.(4.31).
When |sA〉ω1 and |sB〉ω2 lie on two carrier wavelengths ( 2 channels) they
will usually depolarize due to PMD. The amount of mutual depolarization
depends ( on average ) on the autocorrelation of the fiber Jones Matrix,
taken at the two carrier wavelengths, or, in other words on how the fiber
changes its behaviour ( with respect to polarization) from ω1 to ω2 [VB02].
|sA〉ω1 and |sB〉ω2 will not be depolarized due to PMD if the product ∆ω∆τ̄
is sufficiently close to zero. i.e. 〈sx

A|sy
B〉out = 0 is satisfied at the output in

a polarization interleaving scheme, and 〈save
A |save

B 〉out = 1 is satisfied in the
PDM scheme.
When ∆ω∆τ̄ is sufficiently higher than zero, exceeding the PSP band-

75
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width, depolarization causes the polarization separation angle ∆ξ to deviate
stochastically from the initial angle.
The topic of chapter 7 was the evolution of ∆ξ separating initially orthogo-
nal polarized channels and initially orthogonal bits within a single channel.
The third part dealt with the angle separation of average polarizations con-
stituted by two neighboring channels each containing two orthogonal polar-
izations.
It was revealed that launching neighboring channels with orthogonal po-
larizations effectively suppresses XPM and FWM. However, due to birefrin-
gence and the frequency-dependence of PMD initially orthogonally polarized
channels do not remain so.
The simulations showed that, depending on the frequency separation and
the PMD coefficient, the orthogonality is lost quickly as the optical waves
propagate along the fiber.
The larger the channel spacing and the PMD coefficient were chosen, the
larger the range over which the polarization angles were distributed at any
point in the fiber, in agreement with the ACF from chapter 4.4.1.
With a PMD coefficient of 1.0 ps/km

1
2 and a channel spacing of 50 Ghz,

the distribution covered the entire range from parallel to orthogonal after
40 km propagation, while coefficients of 0.1 ps/km

1
2 and 12.5 Ghz did not

affect the initial orthogonality noteworthy.
Simulations with orthogonal bits on the same wavelength showed that the
relative polarization angle is preserved throughout the fiber with hardly
any deviation from the input angle. An optical crosstalk ratio between the
two SOPs in future calculations can be calculated using the formulaes from
chapter 6.2.1. From a practical point of view, an optical crosstalk-ratio of
typically 10 dB (corresponding to ξ = 78.5◦ (∆ξ = 11.5◦) is desirable in
order to achieve robust error free transmission [RW03].
Based on these simulations we could focus on the average polarizations con-
stituted by two neighboring channels each containing two orthogonal po-
larizations. The results reminded much about the polarization interleaving
case.
In the low PMD fiber case, the comparison between the interleaving and
PDM scheme shows that the polarization angle deviates faster for PDM
than interleaving - especially for lower channel spacings. The explanation
can be that FWM efficiency1 are more severe when the dispersion and chan-
nel spacing is less - in line with Fig.(5.1). The PDM case also have twice as
much power, due to the two set of extra modes, which should cause more

1In Optsim the phase matching condition is satisfied all the time.
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nonlinear interactions inducing PMD. As the initial average Stokes vectors
are parallel in the PDM case this should also lead to a higher FWM effi-
ciency in accordance with chapter 5.2.2.
The characteristics are that for larger channel separations Dp plays a smaller
role in PDM compared to interleaving. When the two schemes in an aver-
age PMD fiber are compared it seems like the separation angles are more
similar.
However, comparing the two cases with respect to spectral efficiency it is
believed that the PDM scheme is affected less by nonlinear impairments
such as FWM and XPM than the interleaved scheme. To a first approxima-
tion, PDM has two signal channels at the same frequency with orthogonal
polarizations and different optical phase. Assuming On/off keying, in any
bit slot, there will be one of four states, depending on the bit being sent in
each channel. The four states are: signal with only |sx

A〉 present, only |sy
A〉

present, signal determined by the phase difference between |sx
A〉 and |sy

A〉 or
no signal at all. If there is no dispersion, there will be no FWM or XPM
between the two PDM signals. When you add dispersion the pulses spread
out and intra-channel XPM and FWM must be considered. For PDM, you
will still have FWM and XPM from other frequency channels, but if you
preserve spectral efficiency, these other channels are twice as far away com-
pared to polarization interleaving and will have a diminished effect. The
polarization of the one-one state will evolve as the relative phase between
channels A and B changes, but this will occur slowly, at the coherence time
of the source lasers.
For interleaving, the nearest neighbour do not interact in the first approxi-
mation and, as in PDM, it is the second channel away that dominates the
nonlinear impairment. In the first approximation, it would appear that PDM
and interleaving have equal impairment from FWM and XPM. Each is most
affected by channels having the same polarization lying two frequency slots
away. The next step towards realism would be to assume that the channel
clocks are not synchronized . In this case, the PDM case will see twice as
many changes in polarization and will experience more SPM.

Further simulations could also be run to evaluate transmission at longer
distances to determine at which point polarization angles deviate when us-
ing fairly good constellations ( low PMD and small channel spacing).
When the channel bit rates exceeds 40 Gb/s, the channel spacings is likely
to exceed 100 Ghz, so also simulations at larger channel spacings needs to
be run. The efficiency of polarization interleaving for suppressing XPM
will become questionable at such spacings since PMD compensation at the
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receiver will not solve the problem of the distributed nature of the XPM-
induced crosstalk. Optical fibers with ultra-low Dp may become essential
for implementation of polarization interleaving.
Since the distribution of the relative polarizations has been determined,
follow-up research may also concentrate on quantifying the dependence of
the nonlinear effects on the polarization angle between channels to obtain a
nonlinear penalty distribution.
Further statistical simulation runs should also be used, to receive better ac-
curacy in the data results. The number of statistical simulation runs was
unfortunately limited due to the long simulation times.

8.2 Summary

Due to the statistical nature of PMD and the presence of nonlinear effects
it seems hard to quantify depolarization, which induces degradation of the
initial polarizations, analytically. A further in-depth investigation of au-
tocorrelation functions is probably the best way to enter PMD and PDL
analytically, which could be combined working on the coupled nonlinear
Schrödinger equations treating XPM/SPM and FWM.
Analytically we have found expressions for the frequency-dependent stokes
parameters at the end of a fiber element influenced by 2nd-order PMD. The
expressions are solved numerically finding the DOP versus frequency which
also show that orthogonality is preserved using orthogonal polarizations on
the same carrier wavelength.
By using simulations the relative depolarization for polarization interleaving
and polarization-division multiplexing have been quantized focusing on the
evolution of the polarization separation angle when influenced of PMD.
In both cases angle deviation occurred at a early stage in the fiber. The
comparison shows that the PMD-coefficient has less influence on larger fre-
quency separations for PDM compared to interleaving in fibers with low
polarization-mode dispersion.



Appendix A

From Maxwell equations to
Helmholtz equation

Propagation of optical fields in fibers is governed by Maxwells equations.
For a nonconducting medium without free charges these equations take the
form

∇×E = −∂B
∂t

, (A.1)

∇×H =
∂D

∂t
, (A.2)

∇ ·D = 0, (A.3)
∇ ·B = 0, (A.4)

(A.5)

where E and H are the electric and magnetic field vectors and D and B are
the flux densities which are related to the field vectors as

D = ε0E + P, (A.6)
B = µ0H + M, (A.7)

(A.8)

where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, µ0 is the vacuum permability, and P
and M are the induced electric and magnetic polarizations. For a nonmag-
netic medium, such as fibers, M = 0.

By taking the curl of Eq.(A.2) and using Eqs.(A.3),(A.7) and (A.8) one
can eliminate B and D in favor of E and P and obtain

∇×∇×E = − 1
c2

∂2E
∂t2

− µ0
∂2P
∂t2

(A.9)
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where c is the speed of light in vacuum and the relation µ0ε0 = 1/c2 was
used.

The evaluation of P requires a quantum mechanical approach. The
quantum mechanical approach is essential when the optical frequency is
near a medium resonance, but a phenomenological relation between P and
E and can be used far from medium resonances which is the case in fiber-
optical communication systems.
In general the relation between P and E can be nonlinear. Although the
nonlinear effects in optical fibers can be ignored in a discussion of fiber
modes. The linear part of P is related to the general relation

P(r, t) = ε0

∫ ∞

−∞
χ(r, t− t′)E(r, t′)dt′ (A.10)

where the linear susceptibility χ in general is a second-rank tensor but re-
duces to a scalar for an isotropic medium such as silica glass ( neglecting
the birefringence of the fiber ).
By now introducing the Fourier transform of E(r, t)

Ẽ(r, ω) =
∫ ∞

−∞
E(r, t)eiωtdt, (A.11)

and a similar relation for P(r, t), and by using Eq.(A.10), Eq.(A.9) can be
written in the frequency domain as

∇×∇× Ẽ = −ε(r, ω)
ω2

c2
Ẽ. (A.12)

The frequency-dependent dielectric constant appearing in Eq.(A.12) is de-
fined as

ε(ω) = 1 + χ̃(r, ω) (A.13)

where χ(r) is the Fourier transform of χ̃(r). In general ε(r, ω) is complex
and its real and imaginary parts are related to the refractive index and the
absorption coefficient α by the definition

ε = (n + iα
c

2ω
)2. (A.14)

By using Eq.(A.13) and Eq.(A.14) n and α are related to χ̃ as

n = (1 + Re χ̃)
1
2 (A.15)

α =
ω

nc
(Im χ̃). (A.16)
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The frequency dependence of n is referred to as chromatic dispersion or
simply as material dispersion.
Because of low optical losses in fibers in the wavelength region of interest, the
imaginary part of ε is small i comparison to the real part. We can therefore
replace ε by n2. Second, since n is independent of the spatial coordinate
r in both the core and the cladding of a step-index fiber, one can use the
identity

∇×∇×E = ∇(∇ ·E)−∇2E = −∇2E (A.17)

where we have used Eq.(A.4) and the relation D̃ = εẼ to set ∇ · Ẽ = 0.
Eq.(A.17) holdes approximately as long as the index changes occur over a
length scale much longer than the wavelength.
By using Eq.(A.17) in Eq.(A.12) we obtain

∇2Ẽ + n2(ω)k2
0Ẽ = 0, (A.18)

where the free-space wave number k0 is defined as

k0 =
ω

c
=

2π

λ
(A.19)

and λ is the vacuum wavelength of the optical field oscillating at the fre-
quency ω.

A.1 Fiber modes

At any frequency ω, optical fibers can support a finite number of guided
modes whose spatial distrubution Ẽ(r, r) is a solution of Helmholtz’s equa-
tion (A.18) and satisfy all appropriate boundary coniditions.
A weakly guiding fiber behaves as a single mode waveguide if the optical
frequency is smaller than the lowest cutoff frequency, υcutoff defined as

υcutoff =
V c

2πρc

√
n2

1 − n2
2

(A.20)

where ρc is the core radius, n1 and n2 is the refractive indexes of the core and
the cladding respectively and V is the so-called V -number which restricts
the number of modes in the fiber. Looking at Fig.(A.1) we can conclude that
if V < 2.405 only one fundamental mode, LP01, is supported by the optical
fiber. The reader can easily identify cutoff conditions for other modes.
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Figure A.1: LP-modes in step-index fiber. Normalized propagation constant b
versus the V-number.



Appendix B

Principal States of
Polarization

Let us consider a single-mode fiber of length L that does not represent
polarization-dependent loss.
In the linear regime, if a monochromatic field represented by the complex
vector Ea is coupled to the fiber, the complex vector Eb related to the output
field is given by

Eb = e−α(ω)L/2eiβ(ω)LJ(ω, t)Ea (B.1)

where α(ω) is the loss coefficient and β(ω) is the phase term taking into
account the chromatic dispersion effect. The Jones Matrix J(ω, t) is unitary
and can be written

J(ω) =
(

J11(ω) J12(ω)
J21(ω) J22(ω)

)
=

(
J11 J12

−J∗12 J∗11

)
(B.2)

where we have neglected the time dependence because the time evolution
is rather slow compared to the polarization fluctuation time. Here |J11|2 +
|J12|2 = 1.
After setting k(ω) = (−α(ω)/2+iβ(ω)L) and deriving Eq.(B.1) with respect
to ω we obtain

dEb

dω
= ek(ω)

[
dk(ω)
dω

[J(ω)] +
d[J(ω)]

dω

]
Ea (B.3)

The relation

Ea,b =
(

Ex
a,b

Ey
a,b

)
= Aa,be

iφa,bεa,b (B.4)
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describes the input and output field vectors where εa,b are two complex
unitary vectors representing the polarization state of the fields.
Differentation of Eq.(B.4) with respect to ω gives

dEb

dω
=

[
1
Ab

dAb

dω
+ i

dφb

dω

]
Eb + Abe

iφb
dεb

dω
. (B.5)

Since we wish to find the input states of polarization that give zero dispersion
in the output state, we set dεb

dω to zero. By now combining Eq.(B.3) and
Eq.(B.5) we obtain the following eigenvalue equation

d[J(ω)]
dω

εa = ih(ω)[J(ω)]εa (B.6)

where

h(ω) =
dφa(ω)

dω
+ i

[
dk(ω)
dω

− 1
Aa

dAa

dω

]
(B.7)

The eigenvalue problem can be readily solved, obataining two eigenvalues

h± = ±
√∣∣∣∣

dJ11

dω

∣∣∣∣
2

+
∣∣∣∣
dJ12

dω

∣∣∣∣
2

(B.8)

The eigenvectors are expressed as

ε±a = eiρ




1
D±

(
dJ12
dω − ih±J12

)

− 1
D±

(
dJ11
dω − ih±J11

)

 (B.9)

where

D± =

√
2h±

[
h± − Im

(
J∗11

dJ11

dω
+ J∗12

dJ12

dω

)]
(B.10)

where ρ is an arbitrary phase.
The eigenvectors ε+a and ε−a are an orthogonal pair of unitary complex vectors
that represent the principal states of polarization of the medium.

The group delay difference is defined as

∆τ =
dφ+

b

dω
− dφ−b

dω
= τ+ − τ− = 2

√∣∣∣∣
dJ11

dω

∣∣∣∣
2

+
∣∣∣∣
dJ12

dω

∣∣∣∣
2

(B.11)



Appendix C

Autocorrelation functions of
PMD and PDL

Plots of the autocorrelation functions for PMD and PDL in
Maple

> restart:with(linalg):

> K:=1/3*(Lambda-Theta*omega^2);
> Gamma=E(Gammaˆ2), Theta=E(tauˆ2-etaˆ2) as shown in the re-
port.

K := 1/3*Lambda-1/3*Theta*omega^2
> tau:=10;
> DGD = 10 ps

tau := 10
> Lambda:=0.25;
> Mean-square PDL = 0.25

Lambda := .25
> Theta:=10;
> Birefringence = 10 ps

Theta := 10

> A:=0.8;

A := .8
> ExpectationPDL:=A^2*( (Lambda/K)*(1-exp(K))-1*exp(K));
> Autocorrelation function with PDL and PMD.

ExpectationPDL :=
.1600/(.8333333333e-1-10/3*omega^2)*(1-exp(.8333333333e-1-10/3*omega^2
))-.64*exp(.8333333333e-1-10/3*omega^2)
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> ExpectationWithoutPDL:=-1*exp(-1/3*Lambda*omega^2);
> Autocorrelation function with PMD

ExpectationWithoutPDL := -exp(-.8333333333e-1*omega^2)

> plot([ExpectationPDL,ExpectationWithoutPDL],omega,labels=[omega,ACF],
> legend=["With PDL","Without PDL"],title="Autocorrelation function
> of
> SOP",linestyle=[1,3]);

With PDL
Without PDL

 

Autocorrelation function of SOP

–1

–0.8

–0.6

–0.4

–0.2

ACF

–8 –4 4 8
omega

> extrema(ExpectationPDL,omega);extrema(ExpectationWithoutPDL,omega);

{−0.8624743680}
{−1.}

> max(ExpectationPDL,omega);

max


ω,

0.1600 (1− e(0.08333333333− 10 ω2

3
))

0.08333333333− 10 ω2

3

− 0.64 e(0.08333333333− 10 ω2

3
)






Appendix D

From Jones Matrix to
Mueller matrix

Calculation of Mueller matrix from fiber Jones Matrix

> with(linalg):

D.1 Pauli matrices
> p[1]:=Matrix([[1,0],[0,-1]]);

p1 :=
[

1 0
0 −1

]

> p[2]:=Matrix([[0,1],[1,0]]);

p2 :=
[

0 1
1 0

]

> p[3]:=Matrix([[0,-I],[I,0]]);

p3 :=
[

0 −I
I 0

]

j := 1

> U:=Matrix([[u[1],u[2]],[-q[2],q[1]]]);
> q2 and q1 is the complexvalued u1 and u2

U :=
[

u1 u2

−q2 q1

]
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> U2:=Matrix([[q[1],-u[2]],[q[2],u[1]]]);
> The complex transposed of U:

U2 :=
[

q1 −u2

q2 u1

]

> for i from 1 to 3 do for j from 1 to 3 do
> print(R_[i,j]=1/2*trace(multiply(U,p[j],U2,p[i]))) end do
end do;

D.2 Calculation of Mueller matrix elements from
fiber Jones Matrix

R 1, 1 = u1 q1 − u2 q2

R 1, 2 = u2 q1 + u1 q2

R 1, 3 = u2 q1 I − u1 q2 I

R 2, 1 = −u1 u2 − q2 q1

R 2, 2 = −1
2

u2
2 +

1
2

u1
2 +

1
2

q1
2 − 1

2
q2

2

R 2, 3 = −1
2

I u2
2 − 1

2
I u1

2 +
1
2

I q1
2 +

1
2

I q2
2

R 3, 1 = −u1 u2 I + q2 q1 I

R 3, 2 =
1
2

I (−u2
2 + u1

2)− 1
2

I (q1
2 − q2

2)

R 3, 3 =
1
2

I (−u2
2 I − u1

2 I)− 1
2

I (q1
2 I + q2

2 I)

> R:=Matrix([[u[1]*q[1]-u[2]*q[2],u[2]*q[1]+u[1]*q[2],u[2]*q[1]*I-I*u[1
> ]*q[2]],[-u[1]*u[2]-q[2]*q[1],-1/2*u[2]^2+1/2*u[1]^2+1/2*q[1]^2-1/2*q[
> 2]^2,-1/2*I*u[2]^2-1/2*I*u[1]^2+1/2*I*q[1]^2+1/2*I*q[2]^2],[-I*u[1]*u[
> 2]+q[2]*q[1]*I,1/2*I*(-u[2]^2+u[1]^2)-1/2*I*(q[1]^2-q[2]^2),1/2*I*(-I*
> u[2]^2-I*u[1]^2)-1/2*I*(q[1]^2*I+q[2]^2*I)]]);
> Inserting the above elements give the General fiber PMD Mueller
Matrix

R :=




u1 q1 − u2 q2 , u2 q1 + u1 q2 , u2 q1 I − u1 q2 I

−u1 u2 − q2 q1 , −1
2

u2
2 +

1
2

u1
2 +

1
2

q1
2 − 1

2
q2

2 , −1
2

I u2
2 − 1

2
I u1

2 +
1
2

I q1
2 +

1
2

I q2
2

−u1 u2 I + q2 q1 I ,
1
2

I (−u2
2 + u1

2)− 1
2

I (q1
2 − q2

2) ,
1
2

I (−u2
2 I − u1

2 I)− 1
2

I (q1
2 I + q2

2 I)
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> s[1]:=Matrix([[1],[0],[0]]);
> linear input polarization along x-axis

s1 :=




1
0
0




> s[2]:=Matrix([[-1],[0],[0]]);
> linear input polarization

along y axis

s2 :=



−1

0
0




> M:=Matrix([[cos(xi/2)-I*sin(xi/2)*cos(2*k*omega),-I*sin(xi/2)*sin(2*k
> *omega)],[-I*sin(xi/2)*sin(2*k*omega),cos(xi/2)+I*sin(xi/2)*cos(2*k*om
> ega)]]);
> 2nd order PMD Jones matrix (included depolarization)

M :=




cos(
ξ

2
)− sin(

ξ

2
) cos(2 k ω) I −I sin(

ξ

2
) sin(2 k ω)

−I sin(
ξ

2
) sin(2 k ω) cos(

ξ

2
) + sin(

ξ

2
) cos(2 k ω) I




> M2:=Matrix([[cos(xi/2)+I*sin(xi/2)*cos(2*k*omega),I*sin(xi/2)*sin(2*k
> *omega)],[I*sin(xi/2)*sin(2*k*omega),cos(xi/2)-I*sin(xi/2)*cos(2*k*ome
> ga)]]);
> Complex transposed of M

M2 :=




cos(
ξ

2
) + sin(

ξ

2
) cos(2 k ω) I sin(

ξ

2
) sin(2 k ω) I

sin(
ξ

2
) sin(2 k ω) I cos(

ξ

2
)− sin(

ξ

2
) cos(2 k ω) I




D.3 Finding Mueller matrix elements
> for v from 1 to 3 do for w from 1 to 3 do
> print(M_[v,w]=1/2*trace(multiply(M,p[w],M2,p[v]))) end do
end do;
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M 1, 1 =
1
2

(cos(
ξ

2
)− sin(

ξ

2
) cos(2 k ω) I) (cos(

ξ

2
) + sin(

ξ

2
) cos(2 k ω) I)

− sin(
ξ

2
)2 sin(2 k ω)2

− 1
2

(−cos(
ξ

2
)− sin(

ξ

2
) cos(2 k ω) I) (cos(

ξ

2
)− sin(

ξ

2
) cos(2 k ω) I)

M 1, 2 = −sin(
ξ

2
) sin(2 k ω) (cos(

ξ

2
) + sin(

ξ

2
) cos(2 k ω) I) I

+ (cos(
ξ

2
)− sin(

ξ

2
) cos(2 k ω) I) sin(

ξ

2
) sin(2 k ω) I

M 1, 3 = sin(
ξ

2
) sin(2 k ω) (cos(

ξ

2
) + sin(

ξ

2
) cos(2 k ω) I)

+ (cos(
ξ

2
)− sin(

ξ

2
) cos(2 k ω) I) sin(

ξ

2
) sin(2 k ω)

M 2, 1 = (cos(
ξ

2
)− sin(

ξ

2
) cos(2 k ω) I) sin(

ξ

2
) sin(2 k ω) I

− 1
2

I sin(
ξ

2
) sin(2 k ω) (cos(

ξ

2
) + sin(

ξ

2
) cos(2 k ω) I)

+
1
2

I (−cos(
ξ

2
)− sin(

ξ

2
) cos(2 k ω) I) sin(

ξ

2
) sin(2 k ω)

M 2, 2 = sin(
ξ

2
)2 sin(2 k ω)2 +

1
2

(cos(
ξ

2
)− sin(

ξ

2
) cos(2 k ω) I)2

+
1
2

(cos(
ξ

2
) + sin(

ξ

2
) cos(2 k ω) I)2

M 2, 3 = −1
2

I (cos(
ξ

2
)− sin(

ξ

2
) cos(2 k ω) I)2 +

1
2

I (cos(
ξ

2
) + sin(

ξ

2
) cos(2 k ω) I)2

M 3, 1 = −(cos(
ξ

2
)− sin(

ξ

2
) cos(2 k ω) I) sin(

ξ

2
) sin(2 k ω)− 1

2
I(

−sin(
ξ

2
) sin(2 k ω) (cos(

ξ

2
) + sin(

ξ

2
) cos(2 k ω) I) I

+ (−cos(
ξ

2
)− sin(

ξ

2
) cos(2 k ω) I) sin(

ξ

2
) sin(2 k ω) I)

M 3, 2 =
1
2

I (sin(
ξ

2
)2 sin(2 k ω)2 + (cos(

ξ

2
)− sin(

ξ

2
) cos(2 k ω) I)2)

− 1
2

I ((cos(
ξ

2
) + sin(

ξ

2
) cos(2 k ω) I)2 + sin(

ξ

2
)2 sin(2 k ω)2)
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M 3, 3 =
1
2

I (sin(
ξ

2
)2 sin(2 k ω)2 I − (cos(

ξ

2
)− sin(

ξ

2
) cos(2 k ω) I)2 I)

− 1
2

I ((cos(
ξ

2
) + sin(

ξ

2
) cos(2 k ω) I)2 I − sin(

ξ

2
)2 sin(2 k ω)2 I)

∫
f(ω)2 dω

D.4 Stokes vectors at fiber output

The tree output Stokes vector components for the whole spectrum of
Channel A ( assuming linear input polarization ( 1,0,0)ˆT )

> s[(1-chan1)]:=int(1/2*(cos(1/2*xi)-I*sin(1/2*xi)*cos(2*k*omega))*(cos
> (1/2*xi)+sin(1/2*xi)*cos(2*k*omega)*I)-sin(1/2*xi)^2*sin(2*k*omega)^2-
> 1/2*(-cos(1/2*xi)-I*sin(1/2*xi)*cos(2*k*omega))*(cos(1/2*xi)-I*sin(1/2
> *xi)*cos(2*k*omega))*f(omega)^2,omega);

s1−chan1 :=
∫

1
2

(cos(
ξ

2
)− sin(

ξ

2
) cos(2 k ω) I) (cos(

ξ

2
) + sin(

ξ

2
) cos(2 k ω) I)

− sin(
ξ

2
)2 sin(2 k ω)2

− 1
2

(−cos(
ξ

2
)− sin(

ξ

2
) cos(2 k ω) I) (cos(

ξ

2
)− sin(

ξ

2
) cos(2 k ω) I) f(ω)2dω

> s[(2-chan1)]:=int((cos(1/2*xi)-I*sin(1/2*xi)*cos(2*k*omega))*sin(1/2*
> xi)*sin(2*k*omega)*I-1/2*I*sin(1/2*xi)*sin(2*k*omega)*(cos(1/2*xi)+sin
> (1/2*xi)*cos(2*k*omega)*I)+1/2*I*(-cos(1/2*xi)-I*sin(1/2*xi)*cos(2*k*o
> mega))*sin(1/2*xi)*sin(2*k*omega)*f(omega)^2,omega);

s2−chan1 :=
∫

(cos(
ξ

2
)− sin(

ξ

2
) cos(2 k ω) I) sin(

ξ

2
) sin(2 k ω) I

− 1
2

I sin(
ξ

2
) sin(2 k ω) (cos(

ξ

2
) + sin(

ξ

2
) cos(2 k ω) I)

+
1
2

I (−cos(
ξ

2
)− sin(

ξ

2
) cos(2 k ω) I) sin(

ξ

2
) sin(2 k ω) f(ω)2dω

> s[(3-chan1)]:=int(-(cos(1/2*xi)-I*sin(1/2*xi)*cos(2*k*omega))*sin(1/2
> *xi)*sin(2*k*omega)-1/2*I*(-I*sin(1/2*xi)*sin(2*k*omega)*(cos(1/2*xi)+
> sin(1/2*xi)*cos(2*k*omega)*I)+(-cos(1/2*xi)-I*sin(1/2*xi)*cos(2*k*omeg
> a))*sin(1/2*xi)*sin(2*k*omega)*I)*f(omega)^2,omega);
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s3−chan1 :=
∫
− (cos(

ξ

2
)− sin(

ξ

2
) cos(2 k ω) I) sin(

ξ

2
) sin(2 k ω)− 1

2
I(

−sin(
ξ

2
) sin(2 k ω) (cos(

ξ

2
) + sin(

ξ

2
) cos(2 k ω) I) I

+ (−cos(
ξ

2
)− sin(

ξ

2
) cos(2 k ω) I) sin(

ξ

2
) sin(2 k ω) I)f(ω)2dω

The tree output Stokes vector components for the whole spectrum of
Channel B ( assuming linear input polarization ( -1,0,0)ˆT ) is orthogonal
to channelA

D.5 Frequency spectrum plot

The grid and the contour plots of a 2-D Gaussian density function assum-
ing zero means and unit variances. R is the 2x2 correlation matrix, and
E[xy]=0.6

> R:=array( [[1.0,0.6],[0.6,1.0]] ); f :=
> (x,y) -> evalf( 1/(2*Pi) * 1/sqrt(det(R)) * exp(-1/2 *
> (evalm([x,y] &* inverse(R) &* [x,y]) )) ); with(plots):
> plot3d(f(x,y), x=-3..3, y=-3..3, grid=[30,30], axes=FRAME);
> contourplot(f(x,y), x=-3..3, y=-3..3, grid=[30,30], axes=FRAME);

R :=
[

1.0 0.6
0.6 1.0

]

f := (x, y) → evalf(
1
2

e(−1/2 evalm(‘&∗‘(‘&∗‘([x, y], inverse(R)), [x, y])))

π
√

det(R)
)
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–2

–1

0

1

2

y

–2 –1 0 1 2
x

> f:=(1/(sqrt(2*pi)*sigma))*exp(-((omega)^2-(omega[carrier])^2)/(2*sigm
> a^2));
> Assuming a gaussian frequency spectrum.
> l:=f^2;
> f squared
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f :=
1.000000000

√
2 e(−2.000000000 ω2+2.000000000 ωcarrier

2)

√
π

l :=
2.000000000 (e(−2.000000000 ω2+2.000000000 ωcarrier

2))2

π

D.6 Stokes components ( M 11,M 21 and M 31
multiplied with frequency spectrum ( l=fˆ2
above)

> s_1:=(omega,tau,k)->evalf(1/2*(cos(1/2*(omega*tau))-I*sin(1/2*(omega*
> tau))*cos(2*k*omega))*(cos(1/2*(omega*tau))+sin(1/2*(omega*tau))*cos(2
> *k*omega)*I)-sin(1/2*(omega*tau))^2*sin(2*k*omega)^2-1/2*(-cos(1/2*(om
> ega*tau)*I)-I*sin(1/2*(omega*tau))*cos(2*k*omega))*(cos(1/2*(omega*tau
> ))-I*sin(1/2*(omega*tau))*cos(2*k*omega)))*((1/(sqrt(2*pi)*sigma))*exp
> (-((omega)^2-(omega[carrier])^2)/(2*sigma^2)))^2 ;
> Stokes componcent S1*M 11*f(omega)

> s_2:=(omega,tau,k)->evalf((cos(1/2*omega*tau)-I*sin(1/2*omega*tau)*co
> s(2*k*omega))*sin(1/2*omega*tau)*sin(2*k*omega)*I-1/2*I*sin(1/2*omega*
> tau)*sin(2*k*omega)*(cos(1/2*omega*tau)+sin(1/2*omega*tau)*cos(2*k*ome
> ga)*I)+1/2*I*(-cos(1/2*omega*tau)-I*sin(1/2*omega*tau)*cos(2*k*omega))
> *sin(1/2*omega*tau)*sin(2*k*omega))*((1/(sqrt(2*pi)*sigma))*exp(-(omeg
> a^2-(omega[carrier])^2)/(2*sigma^2)))^2;
> Stokes componcent S2*M 21*f(omega)
> pi:=Pi;

π := π
> s_3:=(omega,tau,k)->evalf(-(cos(1/2*(omega*tau))-I*sin(1/2*(omega*tau
> ))*cos(2*k*omega))*sin(1/2*(omega*tau))*sin(2*k*omega)-1/2*I*(-I*sin(1
> /2*(omega*tau))*sin(2*k*omega)*(cos(1/2*(omega*tau))+sin(1/2*(omega*ta
> u))*cos(2*k*omega)*I)+(-cos(1/2*(omega*tau))-I*sin(1/2*(omega*tau))*co
> s(2*k*omega))*sin(1/2*(omega*tau))*sin(2*k*omega)*I))*((1/(sqrt(2*pi)*
> sigma))*exp(-(omega^2-(omega[carrier])^2)/(2*sigma^2)))^2;
> Stokes componcent S3*M 31*f(omega)

D.7 Evaluation of degree of polarization (DOP)
for Channel A

Inserting the parameters: (tau=10ps)
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> sigma:=0.399;k:=1/10;tau:=1*10^(-12);omega[carrier]:=0;

> plot([evalf(sqrt(abs(s_1(omega,tau,k))^2+abs(s_2(omega,tau,k))^2+abs(
> s_3(omega,tau,k))^2)),evalf(sqrt(abs(s_1(omega,tau+60000,k))^2+abs(s_2
> (omega,tau+60000,k))^2+abs(s_3(omega,tau+60000,k))^2))],omega=0..5,lab
> els=[Frequency,DOP],color=[red,blue]);
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Figure E.1: Setup for measuring the Q-value for different input angles
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